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. . · This. stt,.dy _ forms a part of a rese·arch project {Fritz Laberatory 
· Pr·oject 343) initiated -to explore ·the possibility of extending· plastic. - . 
. 
. desi"gn copcepts ~o ~-tructures of ASTM A572 (Grade 65) · Steel. · The over-· 
. . -1 . 
all objective waS to study the mechaAical properties of this lil.!lterial 
-
-
- - with particular emphasis o.n the properties in the. inelas·tic range . 
• This report .includes discussion of the -t~sting procedure, the testing 
machine and the in~trl:lments U·Sed. After a general discussiQn of -the 
.• 
. mechan~cal propertie_s qf s.t~el, results of fifty-tw.Q tension spec-;im~_ns 
from plates and· ~sha.p.e.'s of A5:7Z :(~rade· 6~) Stee ·1 are summarized. · 
','•Ii, 
. This report con·stitutes the ·n.iost c.o.mplete study to date of .the, 
properties of higher grade of steel. lhe strain-hardening range of the 
material is studied closeiy and· more te:fine·d te.ch.niques· for the eval'-la..; _ 
.• 
tion of the stra.in-harde'ning modulus are developed. Various steps of • 
. 
the testing. :procedure are s,tudied in some .. :d~tail. In particular, the 
phenomenon o·f reversal of the motor whe·n· it ·'is s.hut off: was examined 
· to make sure that it did not cau~se urtlo_a-d'i'ng. ' 
~------
------ -- -- - -It is found :that· the A572 (Grade 65) St~e 1 exhibits mE?c.hanical 
properties in the inelastic region tha"t are similar to those of s·tr.uc-- .. 
- tural catbon ste-e 1. . I The strain-hardening modulus is not wSo low as t-o 
-
-




. study with a view. to extending plas~ic design concepfs to structures 
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.. 
Plastic design 'concepts and procedure·s · for ASTM A36 s-teel have 
' 
.. 
: · .. : ·' .. 
, ,r• . 
. .. ' 
. ~ : -~ .. 
',·_' : . .'" 
gained wide acceptance during the past decade and are now an important 
.,_ ... 
part of the AISC Specifications. 1 
Recent advances in metallurgical techniques have led to the 
!' development of a number of ·1ow-alloy steels with yield strength nigher. 
---r~-
thaiJ.. that of structural carbon st~el covered byASTMA36. 2 These high-
-strength low alloy steels :l;ict:\TE? found increasing use during the last 
few years and need was felt of extending p_lastic design pri~1ciples to: 
such steels. A project was initiated at Fritz. Engineering ·1abora:tory . c-· 
in 1962 to study the plastic behavior of s.tructural members and frame:s ,-
of steels co~ered by ASTM A242, A440 an~ A441. wlth specified yield' 
strength of· 42-50 ksi. 3· This research .. ha.s .re.sulted in design re·cQm~ 




The next step was to investigate the low alloy steels with 
higher strength such as thos~ .~overed by ASTM A572. The grade with 
a .. y·ield· str~-ngth of 6-S ks-i has the highest strength in the r-a:nge· of 
steels covered by thi~ standard·. He~-e-e-, a new project entitled "P-lastic. 
Design in A572 (Grade 65) Steel" was sponsored in iearly l967 by- the 
American Institute of ~tee l Construction ·~ith a view toward~_ extending··-··=--
.plastic de.Sig~ t'echniqu~S to. i1_1clude Ste.els With a yield strength of._ 
· 65 ksi. A comprehensive program· was proposea which includ:ed study of 
mechanical properties, stub columns, beams, etc., details of which are 
/ l 
• 
,·, \) ' 
.·• ... ~ 
. .... . 
• . . . 
\ .. 
.. 




















,included· in Table 1. 
• Ill I 
- . • . -- ': . '•\•'• ·-·. ,,.,,. •;·'"". ,,.; .... ..,. ,"--. .-.. J '-Y· .... ;•, •. ,.,. ,.._. r ~-' ,, ~" ' 
..... -- "----··· -·-····~··-··------·-· .. --·-·-- -·----... ' 




' .. ~ . 
' ' ' ' .-
. ' 
,. 
Since l~ttle informatiori ~elat,.ing to A572 s"te'els 
. ' ' 
' ... __ ... ', 
. . 
- ... : . '. ~ .. 
•• 
-~-: 
·1,~ available, it was decided to test a number of tension specimens 
' . 
•. ·. to determine the mechanical properties of the Grade 65 material. . ' . . ·---------
.-
.. -\ .. 




. . . "' A study of the mechanical properties, especially those in ·the 
' 
' . inelastic region;~ rui.me ly, the strain-hardening stra;in and the. strain-
• 
hardening modulus iS . pB.rticu lar ly relevant with regard to the fol lowing 







Hinge formation and. mechan'i:s·m. :the:o.ry , .. 
Lateral-torsional buckling, 
Late ra 1 · brae ing . spacing,: 
Local buckling of web and fl~n:ge,. 
Rotation capacity, 
Deflection. 
Of particular intere.$t .in this Stt.1dy is the magnitude of the 
. . 
strain-hardening modulus. l3ea:tns and column$ of a plastica"llydesigned 
frame as also the plate elements constitut:i,ng the cross sections of 
the beams and columns must be capable of undergoing large deformati.driS 
.. 
- --in the inelastic range so that the basic assumptions of plastic desi,gn 
·are satisfied and no premature\ failuie clue to local or late.ral buckling 
5 
oc_curs. The value of the strain-hardening modulus E and. the strain-
st 
- ---
_hardening stra.in est play an important part in the development of criteria 
to prevent such failures.. Two examples show the dependence of important 
functions upon est and E8 t: _ The maximum rotation capacity Rm ,{or a 
wide.-£ lange shape_ is given approxima.te ly by5 
' .. 
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• ' . . ' 
. ' I ' 
'· . . 
• ·i,. 
, 
- - - - --- ~---'--'- ------.... 
' 
-4 
..•. · )i;' . ,, 
- -- ,- . .. . -~- .. ·-- -·~-
-· . ', 
' -
.. 
. .. .. 
. ·wnere Strain at· onset of strain~hatdening I . . i;.f-5 - • -- > .• 
- ~ -. - ~· . . . .. ' : , ... 
• ·11: 
= Strain at first yield ' ... 
,. 
', .. 
- ·~1 _. :'" - ,· •.•• 
. . . 
. . 
' . ' 
. ' 
. ' ' 
· ·As a second examp:le, ,the critic.al length L of la.teral bracing 
·.er 
5 S:p~c~ng j.s given by 
~·· 






·TTr y =......, ______ _ 
l +. 0.56E 
Est 
K e y 
= Weak axis radius· of gyration 
= Young's m·od·'1lt1S·, 
= Strairi-hardenin.g ·DJ.odul.us, 
. . . 
K = A coefficient who·se···value depends .on the stress field.: 
in L . 
er 
The object of. th·i.s re:port is. t.o prqvide data on the mech~nic~J 
.. 
properties of A572: -(~rade ·6.S) Steel with special emphas·is on those , 
mor~ pertinent to ptast.ic design and as a contribution towards the 




ASTM A572 was. issued as a standard. fOr the first time in Sep-
tember 1966. 2 It covers "Standard Specif icatfon for High-Strength Low-
., ( 
.Alloy C<;>l.umbium-Vanadium Steels of Structural Q.\.ta1ity." Important-
' ~ ASTM Specifications for the chemic~l c.omposition and the mechanical 
- ~ 
properties of A572 steel as al.so of A36·, A242, A440- and A44·t · steels 
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r m P Man 52i&E£& C C S &SU K & . .. . :. ; ;;_~-:---
. ' 
11 ' 1J 
I • ' .... ~.'4 
. ' . 
. 'rhe ·higher s·trength -of low alloy structurc!ll steels is due to 
>. 
·small amounts of alloying elements. The higher streng-th·of A572 steels 
_is attributed to small amounts of.nitrogen and vanadium. The addition 
of ·columbium promotes ·a- fine ·grained s·tructure with lncre·ased notch. 
.• ' 
toughness. ,Fou.r type,.s· of alternative combinations. of· these elements · 
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. · · ··:··2:"•· T. E s· T P R o· G R A M' . A N D T E S T p R o.c·.E .D.U RE s 
~ . . . 
. . 
· 2- • 1 TEST PROGRAM ,-·-··'··:······· 
I •,. 
# • A fairly extensiv~ program .. of testing teriirion specimet?,s ·was. in~ 
stit~ted using a 120 kip Tin~us-Olsen universal te.sting -machine of· the 
" 
screw-power type. Detailed procedures followed are contained in the 
a~pendix found at the e.nd of this report. 
The program of tests is given in Tables 3 and 4. Two manufac-
, 
.ti.J.rers suppli~d a total c;>.f forty~two tension specimens. Ten more 
specimens were fa9ricated ~t the Fritz Engine·ering Labora·tory. Four 
. :•. 
. . . 
,. 
of these came from the, und·e-formed portion of a i2_B19 · bealIJ. previous.ly 
• 
tested un~·er moment gradient an4 sJ.x f:rom· .a piece ·o.f· 10tf54 
6 7 after fabrication of two stub co·lµmr:i:.s. ' · 
1.·e_·_ft· over 
· A pilot test -wa .. s· ·t-µt-t to qet:e:rmfne approximately the propertie.s: 
of the material. to facilitate a proper formulation of ·t:h~: testing p_r:q·-· . . . 
. 
cedure. The other: specimens we .. re- te:·sted by gr.oups o:f s·tude~ts wtrrk.ing 
p 
. " 




2. 2 SELECTION OF MATERIAL 
___ , .... _,u -----·,....._r~..._!,..,, -~ 
Material was received front ·two- ·-manufacturers and: is= a·es:Jgrt·ate·d, ·, 




as Material' A and Material B. All the SI?ecimens of Material· A came fr·om 
·fl..-;··,) . ' 
. 
. t 




1/4", 3/8" and i/2'1 thick and also from the web·s and flanges of 12Bl9, 
. l6B26, 14vf30, 12\Af36, 16'«36, 10!39 and 10/54. Comp.le te- ·d,etails a.re g:i:v¢.n 
., ...... 










·- ... · .. 
• i 
'! 
. . . 
" 
. ·. '.." . 
• 'f •• 
. ___ , .. _;_..._( ' .... -. --.-
' ' ' 
.. . ~- - . ' . 
.... 
,, 
. .. ·~-· 
I I 
,. 
-··· ............. __________________ ......... ....;.....~~-----~~~~=··,-~, -----
. .. 
. . ' -
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. ,.- ... · _, All speci~en~ were .fabricated to conform to ASTM A37·0 ·using· an:·· · -·-··--.· · ~-:-·----
~--~"-·---t-- 2 
- ' : 8 .in. g.age. ·· They were tested .in the as-received condition except tha.t · -
any loose scale. was removed. No attempt .was made to remove tight· lllill .. · . ' .. .---··. 
. ./. -. 
. 
' -,, _'. scale . . None of the original ·surfaces were milled, only the edges were 
~-
·mac_hined . 
2 .·.3. TEST -PROCEDURES 
The rationale of testing fns:tructlons are now briefly· review~d. :·'' 
Also discussed are the difficulties eµcountered with thev machine and 
the strain-measuring instruments. 
·, 
1) Testing Machine and Tension T~sting 
" 
------- .-The 120 kip Tinius-;_olse~ machine which wa·s u$.ed- in f:hls series 
of tests is a screw: power· type with- a speed selector which pr:ov_-id.e·s a 
.• 
crosshead sp·e:ed of. fr.om 0 .. 025: ipin (inches per mit?,ute) up to 10 _lpm·.: 
the speed selecto·r is ·maintained onstant at all. loads. · However, the 
strain rat~, w.hlch is the significant factor which influences the stres·$ 
leve 1, de:pe:nds on a number of £_actors such as crosshead speed, shape 
of the sp·ec"imen, elongation wi:thin the grips and also on whether the 
·s·pecimen f~ in elas-tic or :plastic or strain-hardening range .. Thus, 
with presen-tly aval:lable equipment, there was no way of testing under 
a uniform strain rate with this machine·. ~nstead, the strain ra·t~ was 
. ·. 





tjbse._rved, where possible, by a timer . 
• 
-Since it was-considered desirable to keep th~ strain tate as 
-
· lew as possible ·wfth a .view to minimizing its influence on stress · 
I 
levels, a -crosshead speed of ·0 •. 025 ipm was specified. This is the 
""·' I' 
... 
' •• j ,_,, 
: ..• ·-. • • . f 
r • 
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·minimum speed indicated: on the - spee:d se lee tor -as also the mi~imt.tm speed 
• I 
t,:· 
at which the machine works smoothly· at all- loads. It would have been 
. -~ 
e possible to rvn the machine.· at a lower speed but _such lower speeds 
were not attempted since the· absence of de.fin~te markings ·on t.he 
- speed selector would have introduced an additional undesirable va,ri·ab,le. 
There is one source of possi~le error which was not noted until 
aftermost·of the te$ts-were completed. The instructions for obtaining 
. . 
~ . 
the static yield i.oad d,id not. original~y emphasize stalling of th·e 
·· ma.chine by gradually r~ducing the crosshead speed so as· to avoid re-· 
·. 
versal of the motor. This reversal which occurs when the 'STOP' butt·on .. 
is pushed or if the ·speed selector. is set to zero could possibly resuit: 
Jn unloading of the specimen and thereby give lower value.s for· the 
·static yield stress level; Ho.wever, later observatiops on. th~ ina.ch:i.-ne 
have shown that the lower cr·osshead· continues to move and thus. s .. tt .. ain 
---the specimen even af.te.r the .motor :r.evets_es on being switched- .o·ff. Thus, 
there is no dange·r ,of any unload·.ing due· to· this ef feet. ., I • 
. ~· • 
2) Instrumentation- . .. 
Two types pf sJ::ra-fn:-:meas:ur:i.Iig _iqstruments were :us.ed as not~:d 
.. 
in the Appendix. ;()ne ,wil~. an ext·e.nsome,ter with c1 me-.. cha:ni.c·al dial. gage· 
. 
which was mounted ~~ ·q11"e sicI:e. of the spec·imeh wh.ile· the, autograph'ic 
extensometer which was_ cpnne~ted to t_he·, recorder was ~ounte·d on the 
other side. The smallest :magnJficati.on ,.·of 400 was used for the re-
corder to obtain the. entir.e .strain-:hctrdening ·range in :one run of the 
drum. / 
At.though ·both the autographic·reco:rd_e:J;": and the dial ·gage were 
... ,.·- 1·1, 
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. tested, lack of agreement between certain of the two sets of data was 





cause· in most c.ases, complete dia~ .gage data were not available. Later, 
· .comple·te records er£ dial gage reqdings were _maintained and results . .. , . 
. 
·--~--compared wi.th tho~e obtained autogra-pliically. · Excellent agreement 
was observed in some cases and· ~tart ling disagreement in1 some others • 
.. 
f However, there was rio dis.cernible pattern from which to draw an)' ~e-
finite conclusion. Special tests for checking bot.h .instrument~ again 
indicate~ good agreement. · It was then. decided- to. 1:ely on the dial 
.. gage readings for a number, of :rea.SCJt.lS to be d::Ls:cu:ssed be low . 
. 
... 
F"irstly, a mechanical :instrumen-t may .be c;ons·id_ered _inherently 
·more reliab-1e. Secondly, ·th·e dial gage always: gav~ more realistic 
data in the elastic range, that is the value of E· was around 30,000: 
- ~ ksi. As ·against that, the graph· somet~mes gave a,much lower value of ' . . 
-~-
E and in all such cases, the disagreeme,nt .between the dial gage and the 
r., 
graph was more pronounced in the plas.t.ic rang_e. Thirdly, while the 
. . engagement of the conical points of· the dial gag~·int:o the punched 
holes on the specimen wa.s ge.ner,.all.y considered · sa_tisf~ctory, ··the: 
-~ame could nof be ~a.id of the. knife-eqge-~of the extensometet. There 
.. 
·was· no -positive device to ~aintain .the posit~on: of the _knife-~edge 1 --
c1nd a slip in the_ grips was of ten· accompanied by s 1-ip of the knife-
edge. Thls by i~self, w~s probably not serious because it appeared 
... 
..... ____ .=_ __ · -····--.. ~.on the graph and could be acc-ounted for. · But if there was a creep of 
... 
-the knife-edge during sfr~ining·,. it was impossible to de_tect. · ·This 
possibility seemed particu,lai;ly stro.~g in the plast~c region when the 
mill scale under the ~nife-edge became loose. 
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• I ~~ : ;._ 
·edge was trie·d on one specimen but not considered a success. · A number 




.. recorder and it. was difficul.t to mark these accurate lJ(. This made·. it 
. difficult ·to bring the drum. to zero position. Further, the scribe 
• lines, which were_ never deep too· start with, tended to flat.ten out 
in the plastic range and became ineffective. 
-All these factors coupled with the lack of se-ns-:Lt·ivity of the 
autographic recorder as noted earlier cast some d.oub~ on ,the realibility· · 
of the graph. 
.. 
I 
It is· .in·teresting to note that wher-e.ver there 'Wcl.~ __ pr"'Q!l.oun~~d ,.-_ 
,.- /~ 
disagteement between the graph and the dial gage, the strains as f-
corded by the graph were: almost inv·ariably higher. In other w~·rd-s·, the 
~~vement of the knifE!-ed.ge was great~r than· the correspondi' line on 
.I 
the specimen. This appears rather stra.nge· because 
edge may be expected to recor:d lower stra·ins: .. 
•· 
f the knif¢~ 





t 2 baSed on_d±al gage l!eadings are ~,'d ~ith an asterisk * il'l 
Table 6. . • 
' ~ . 
---- .. -· .. 
,. ( 
2. 4 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
The· following mechanical properties were determined from the' 




' in_a·graphical way. The glossary defines each tenn. 
I ·-
1. Proportional limit er 
. p 
2., -Upper yield point. cr U)' 
• . 
1 
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5. St~ti~ yield stress level a 
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6. · Tensile strength· (ultimate s.trength) .·a 
' u 
-- - --- -,-· .. ~-.r---
.. 
.. 
"7~ ·- Fracture stress crf .. . ~. 
~- Strain at first yield ey 
.. · .. 
9. Young's ModulQs E 
10. Strain at onset of strain~hardening est 
~-~-=- - -.. - 11. Percent ~longation ( in 8 in.) 
'· 
.. ---- --- ~- - ------- -~-----. ··-
12. Percent reduction of area 
-Strain-hardening Modulus E~·t 
·'·' 
• 
r ,., .. 
.. 
........... -_ ... _ .......... -· - _, ___ ............ _,_{!;Q. -- ..... ----·--c-- ;'" ·--·:-c:-::;_ .. -, .. ;.: ............ ,: .. .. 
Of these the properties most impp~_tan·~.- in plastic design are: 
l.. St:atic ··yield cr 
.. ys ; 
. 2.~ 
3: .. 
Yield strain e y_ 
·s.tra.i. n. at onset of str.-. a.in ..-~h.·_.ard;e'ti.in·g· e 
.. ,·:s'.t. 
. 4-. · s:t:t.:~~rv-lta.rde.n-ing modulus Est. 





A typical graph from the autographic recorder is shown ln· Fig, .. 
. 4 and a typical complete stress-strain c·urve· obtained from otte ·of the 
I • 




-The proportional ·li.mit .a is the maximum stress up to which a ' . ' . . p 
·li~ar stress~strain relatio.nship is exhibited. However, due to the 
" . 
'~. -
practical difficulty 6£ determining such a stre~s, it ~as been the 
practice to define cr _as the: stress corresponding to a specified offset p 
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· from l~he lnJ.tial straight• line._ . The CRC guide· speci~ied the 'offset as 
10 micro-in; /in. 8 .Due to the low magnification us~d · in the present 
. 
,, __ ----···-. ------- .-.,,._.~ ... ~-.~·--~--
. series of tests this value was too· low for practical use. A higher 
.. value of 100 micro in./ in~ was, there f ~re, use·d. 
. . 
s·ee· Fig. 1. However 
•'"" .. 
.. 
' 1-. there is no practical significanc~ of the· value· of. a . Although· 
·p . '' ·. ;_ ' . 
' . . 
· structural carbon as well as low alloy stee.ls are. expected· to exhibit 
. 
.. 
linear elasticity almost up .to. y-ielding many tests give· lower and 
widely varying values. of a . This can be attributed to two factors: p 
.. (i) ·Inaccurate alignment of the sp.ecimen and the consequent higher 
localized stresses d-ue--te--e-eeen-t-r-i-c- -load and (-ii) Pr·ior p1-astic ·ae-for- .: 
mation ·in the opposite direction ·due to cold-stra.ightening, creating 
the Bauschinger effect. 
(' 
9 




2) Upper Yield Point 
I 
Yield point is defined as the first stress in ·the m~terial, 
less than the maximum •at which an increase ·.in strain. occurs without 
• • 10 Wh ' h . . . . ' • • .• d' an increase 1n stress. en sue increase 1.n ·St·ra-in 1s accompanie · 
by a de_creas~ tn · stress., the material is said to .ha-ve ·~xhibitecl.' an 
upper yield point. Re ferrin° to Fig. 1, the upper ·.y·ield. p·oirft cr o . . .. ;.. . uy 
corresponds to the highest. load attained, before the plastic range. 
. 
' 
n-·1s influenceaoy-tne strain rate, the grain size and the previous 
strain-history of the material_. Irt terms of di-sloeation mechanics, the 
~ 
presence of an upper yi_eld point is attributed to interstital impurities. 
in· disl_ocations which, lead to -a drop in flow stress after plastic flow· 
has been initiated at the upper yield point. 9 This load is-·recorded 
by the maximum poi~ter on the lo~d 'di~l, as well.as by the autographic 
. 
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r ... .. l 
graphic recorder failed to register the load corresponding to a . 
. ---- . . . uy 
This is because ·there is a certain play between·the gears operating 
. the rod recording the loa·d anLalso between· the ·rod and· the r~cording 
. 





reversals of load. However, cr · ·is not an important:. property and uy 
many tension _specimens fail ~-8 exhibit" any upper _yield point poss.ibly 
. 9 because of mis,-lignment or the Bauschinger effect. 
3) Lower Yield Point 
. Lower yield point crty corresponds to "the lowest load t:eco:tdecl 
af te~_ ~!te . upper yield polnt has been pass~.d ·and after the load has. 
· reached a temporary dync:1rnic equilibrium .condition compensating for· ,the.-
sudden pri.or slip. This- can b·e re-c·orded from the load dial, keep·ing_ 
a close.· watch when the load- .. begins to d:r·op. The difference between 
.. 
the load corregponding to crJ,y and the stabilized dynamic yield load 
is often so sma.11. that the recording me·chan:Lsm .£·ails to record::jJ: . 
... beca.use of lts in.ser1Sitivity to load r_eyer.~·.al_s. 
:·. 
ql,y is not a significant quantity ancl is d_ependent on lhe pre-
. " . $ence of an observed upper yield poln:t and the fe sponse o~f. :the spec_ime(n . 
and the machine after. the first slip .. 
-
values of al are not reported. y 
4) Dynamic Yie.·ld Stress Level 
.  
Because ... of t:hes.e. :re_asons ,· 
-~ 
· "The yield~stress level is defined as the ay~_ra:ge stress durin-g 
11 actual yielding in the plastic range. ·For structural ste-el, the 
• 
· i stress leve·l remains fairly constant from the yield point up to .the 
onset of strain-ha-rc:iening, provided the strain r·ate is. held constan"t. 
\l 
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. - . 
. 
· :._.~-:·;-··_: ____ _: ___ , ___ Thtf ·yield .. ·stress. level cor.respondtng tc,· ·the cr,~sshead speed O. 025 ipm . . . . 
• 
is t.ermed the. dynamic yield stress level oyd' The· load corresponding 
. ---
-to the value· of cr d was re~orded usin.g the maximum pointer of the ·loa-~. y '. 
- . . 
. . ' 
· dial· just before stalling the·machine .ata.str·ain of about 0.005'in./in.· . . 
. . 
. 2 which was eq~ivalent to 2 in·. on the s·train axis of the recorde.r s.heet .. 
···.::,It was. not poss.ib.le to sta~l the machine exac~ly at a strain o.f 0.005 
in. /in. because such' accurate control of ma~hine speed was. not pos-
.. sible and there was some delayed strain even after stalling ~of the 
machine and as explained in the ne~t sect~Qn. 
The value of qyd st the crosshead speed of 0.5 ipm whic~ ~is 
~' .-.- .... 
:the maximum permitted by ASTM for an 8 in. gage is reported as the 
2 yield stress by the mills and is a·e~ignat""ed cr • ym 
·5) Static Yield ·Str_ess .Le·ve.1 
, 
The st-ati-c yield· ·stress ·level cr ma.y··: oe·--d-ef'ined:· as: ·the·- vaiue , . ys . 
.. 
Pf the yield stress level at zero strain rate.<\s Js an important pro-
-
. peitj of stee·1 •nd has a signifitant role to· play in plastic design. · 
. -• 
It is the value which mus.t :h.e. use:d for· yie:ld str~,:ss ... in :plastic _analysi.s 
• 
under static loads. ..,. ;·. 
. . .. 
-~-· 
Obtaining a value for a. :J__s. nt:>t ·merely a matter of stalling 
-ys: g 
the __ machine and observing the reduced load. The drop in load is d~ 
.• 
' not only to the stalling -e-£··-the machine. There is the loss due to 
I. 9 
·relaxation. Relaxation is defin~d as the 1.oss of stress under con-
" 
. 




stant strain. ~elaxation loss is time-depend~n·t and the rate of loss 
. . 
-~-
drops sharply with time but the full re taxation loss may be realized ... ·.-
only after a very long time. · 
' . •, ,-J 
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· . e~le·ment·s of the machine (the columns, screws, crossheads) are sub- .. ·:· ,I • • • • • • 
,jected to stresses and· every drop in load reduces .strains in these 
• 
. 
.- • \ t 
. elements· and al~o in the length ~f ·the specimen outsid~ the gage 
. - __ .., ________ .. --
• points. Hence, the strain between- the gage points continues. to increa:se· ,-· -
' ,, . 
·for a minute or two even· after the crosshead has· become stationary 
and the p~ocess of relexation is delayed. This· is the reason why 
' 
. ) . t.he load coi;respondi,ng.- to oys was recorded after an interva 1 of five 
miriutes after stalling the machine at ~ strain of a.bout 0.005 fo./in. 2 
This interval was considered a practical minimum f·or reaching a reasonably 
. · 12 
stable load._ Full relaxation losses 'Were thus not registered but 
obtaining even a significant part of it would have required waiting 




·---· - - ------- - -~------- ·-Since,··the yield .s~re·ss·-quoted b.Y ,manufacturers is based on 
mill' tests which are conducted at much higher crosshead· speeds, the 
study of the ratio cr d/cr assum~-~. '-itnp~rtance. Such studie~. pave bee.n . -- . y .. YS 
. . 
made for A36, A441 and A514 steels but the A572:.steels have not been 
· . 12 
examined so far. The 'ratio cryd/oys _is'"'Studied Jor the uniform crqss-
head speed of 0.02-5 ·ia./min. Four· simulated mill _test.s were· carried 
out and their res.ul_ts;i.reJ>O_rted_ later togethe:r with the data provided 
_··by th~ producers. o:. 
I 
.. 
---ASTM A370 specifies ·a.maximum crosshead'speed of 0·.5 ipm for 
- 2 
··8 in. gage. The_·speed ado·pted for =~his s-eries· of-tests was only one-
. twentieth of the maximum stipulated by ASTM and usually used for"·-m-i-11 
J .. 
tests. ·Also the yield load as defined by the ASTM A370 .is the load .. . 
' 
corresponding to a· 0.2% effect or 0 .. 5% strain. 2 . The la_tter criteriqn 
,· 
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'. · . 
I • 
• . . 
... , ..... . 
· ~.6). Tensile Strength ' ... ·· . :~\ .. 
. .. . . 
- \ .. The tensile strength cr corr.esponds to the maximum -ioad on .the, : · u . . . . 
• I 
· · ~p·ecimen. This is recorded from the maximum pointer. ,frter the load 
·. . 
. ' •... 




. ' ... 
' . ' 
7) Ftacture Stress· 
• 
. · T~e fracture ~tress of corresponds to :tJte load, a.~ the instant 
of fracture. The drop in load· was rather s.harp ju·st be.fore· ·fractu~e~~ 
s.o. that ·it was ·difficult to record. the fracture load·. Hence, the 





8) Strain at First .Yield. · 
• 
The strain at first yield: e . . was rec.orded·, ft·om· -the dlal gage 
·Y 
at th~ ·instan·t the load. po-inter· :dr<:>pped on reach-in-g_: th·e upper yield. 
~ J)oint. - However, in ~.the absence of an uppe.r ::yield point, no observa-
tion could be taken. In ··$uch cases, e·vE?n th·e ·tlu,¢ographic recorder 
failed to register a cltiar value of ey. Becaus~ if this, _the observed 
value of e are not included in this re,pqrt. Inste.ad 
€
 is computed . . y y 
.as a· /E. ys . 
. 9) Young's Modulus .· 
. ....... 
. 
Youq.g's modulus E was computed from observations taken as :p.~:r 
.. 
the procedure detailed in the Appendix. However_, the. measuring tech-" . 
. 
niques were fined enough to give · accurate value·s of E and t;.her:efore, 
th~ observed values are not reported he,re .. 
29,600 ksi. 13 
10) Strain at Onset of Strain-Hardening 
Its value is assumed at 
Strain at /onset of strai~-hardening est was me~·s·ured from the 
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';' __ .. ·i ··.·~:r···.·:· .. as noted earlier, dial gage readings· were also take~ •. The value_s of 
.. 
, ., 
• - ~ 111. • • • 
· e8t .bas~d. o~. dia_l gage readings .are marked with an· asterisk * in ~abl~· . · 
-----------.- ____ _::_ •, --- .. '··-·.... . ' ... 
., 
: . 
·6. The pro·ce·ss of straining between. ~i.i:st yie.ld· and the onset' of 
; ... •,: 
• ·t .... · -~train-hardening is a discontinuous process due·· to the formation of 
success.i-ve slip bands. In terms of the modern theory of dislocation 
. 
. 




Previous stra.in his~ory would also modify .the value of e
8 t. 
. ... 
A small reduc·tion in the gage length occured as the knife-
·.:. 
.edge of the extensometer was lifted off the specimen usually after :a 
stTilin of .0.0125 which was done t_o obtain the entire strain-hardening 
.. ' 
range ~none run. In computing e' t·, no correction was applied to the· s .. 
strain on the second run.. In any case, such correction would be small-~ 
11) · Percent Elonga-tion and Pe·rcent Reduction of Area 
. 
~oth percent elongation and percent reduction of area at fracture . 
have been used extensively as a measure of ductility although both 
these quantities depend upon a variety of factors other than the 
• 
material properties·. 9 ··Th~ "uniform strain'' which is the strain cor.-
responding to the point at which the .maximum load is recorded in ·a 
. tension test, is the. ~astire of ductility spec~fied by some standards· 
-. 9 and is a more consistent µ-iaterial property. Percent elongation re- · 
pr~sents· the sµm of uniform strain and a large localized ·ne·c1<1rig strain 
averaged over the gage length. that is why the gag~_ length is always 
specified along w_ith percent. elongation. , However the necking strain 
.. ;~ 
itself depends on t.he cross section. · Mechanics of necking -in a cir-. . 
cular cross section· is far different from that· in a rectangular cross 
se:ction. Different wldth-thic·kness ra.tios in specimens of rectangul~r 
. "' ; 
. . ~ 
. ~. 




















- _,_ ____ . ··----·-
··- ·- ·1-·-----·~· --·---------· 
. ..,_ '· 
.. .. 
cross 1 section also exhibit different necking __ ch·aracteristi
c·s. This 
" 
. adds -further ~nc~rtatnty to. the value of percent elongation
. The 
• 
sa,me · applies· to perce.rit reduction of ·area as a measure -~f 
.ductj_li.ty. · 
. . 
---- .. ,. 
.-
. .,..,. . . . ... ..: , 








attention in research because of its importal).Ce · in stability analysis. ' ) . . . 
As already· ~oted in the introduction, Est figures in the l
ateral buck-






of plate_ elements constituting the cro,ss s.~ct-ton of members
. In short, 




behavior of a-ny member, wh~r~ any ,p·_ortion ~he cross sectio
n is 
subjected to·compressive yield stress over a finite length. ~any 
approaches have been used in evaluating E and some of th
ese are , 
. 
st 
briefly reviewed below. Refer to Figure 2. 
Estl is t_µe ins·t.an,taneous; value as me;a:suted by a tange_nt t;o 




·$e:nt series of ·tests, this value was obtained front the ·autographie 
:recor-der graph. It would be somewhat more difficult .to o
btain from 
~ dfal gage reading~ because a .large number of points w_oul.d ueed to ;be
 
taken at close intervals. 
.. 
Estl is only of academic interest and has little practical si~-
-
-
nificance. The instantaneous value bf E falls off rapidly a
s strain-
- st 
...-~ ... • I 
_hardening progresses in~ it.would-be rather unrealistic t
o-use-the 
. . 
value of E 1 ip any_s
tability .. computations. Bes;,d·es, the tangent 
- st . -
is difficult to de tei-mine- uniquely and the small drop in load w
hich 
















































. i often precedes the. initiation of· strain~hardening results in -rather 
· ~igh va·lues of Estl. F~rther, the value of the strain-hardening modulus 
depends on the distributioll of dislocations. 9 AJl these factors con-
· tribute· to a wide scatter of va.lues. 
. . . ~. . 
· In. order· to- approximate the initial instantaneot1s value 1 Haaije.r· • 
·-defined the·stress-strain.·relationship in the strain-h_~rdening region 







a - a ... 
___ y ~+- K 
·E 
·. :·s·t 





where cr and e are re~pectively the stre.ss and strain, a is· the y.:ield.· y 
stress and Kand m a~e coefficients. The. value of E · used ·in. the above st 
-. 
. . equation i,s de.signated Estl(a}' Values of K, m, and Estl(a) are deter-
mined fro~ .~xperimental curve·~· by ._a C\1·.rve:·f'itt.ing tecbniq1le. 
,'rhi.~ app_roach .e:limttta.t~s t,he uncertainties inv:_olved· .in tll_e· gr.aph;.. 
:f~a:l construction of the tangep.:~ -and: provides a powe.rful. mathematical 
tool for the study of incteme.ntal stre·ss-strain re:.l~,t-fonship. 




.. ~ Adams and Lay ·obtalne:d: a s:ta.t.ic stra'.irt~.hardening modulus desig-
.. 
., . 




-nated Estl(b) by us_ing the -sta.t.~c· load ·.a.t e·s·t a,.rtd at-a ·strai_n: equal to 4 
-e + 0. 002. st See 'Fig~ 3. :N.o .. _ attemp·t
1 
'W-as made .. ~O o.btain. E .. 1· c···b') 
· 
· ·st ... in this series of tests<i because the method appears. to introduce 1.~~-
I 
• • 
certainties that raise a question as to· the reproduciq,iic_ity- -of. results. 
The value of e must be determined -in· advance -and slnce this value · st- · 
can vary between rather wide l_imits, the method is sensitive. to the 
' 
· varia·tion between the· correc't value of est and the strain at which 
.,.· 
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, 1 I. · 
value of E is not constant in the increment of .. ··O. 002 beyond e .. 
. - _ - _S t - - . - ·- _ - S· t 
. , A f·urther uncer·tainty is introduced b.y .,,the possibility of different· . 
.,-
.. 
·. re1axation los.ses at the two p.oints. 
.. 
. . ~ . . 
- - --- -- - - • ~--·---- - --- ------- --~--- - '4o- ---- - - • -~·-- --
- -
- ••• 
E - which· wa_ s. measured: ·in these -present tests and is lat·er · · · st2' 
reported, is defined as the ~train-hardening modu·lus me.asured as the .. 
chord slope _between the strains e
8
,t +.·o.003 and e
8
t +·0.010. _ See -
Fig .. 2. Thi~ particular range· was chosen from the r_e.sul-ts.of. the, ... ~-
pilot test with a view to confining-ineasurements to a fairly linear 
and ·sta.ble range of the curve and eliminating th~·_ initial ·erratic 
portion of the strain-hardening range of the stres-s-strain curve .• 
E 2 should provide a more conservative value than the othe_r method:s st - _ 
because measurements are made at a greater value of st:r,a-in.. ,_., .. 
' E 2 was computed from the autographic recorder in .most of t'he st 
te$tS. However-, whe~- the earlier-me_ntioned discrepancies between the 
' ~ 
_,. 
d.ial gage readings and the ;recorder were discovered and the results of-
• 
- ~ 
the recorder appeared to be in some doubt, it wa.s· decided to t~ke_ more. 
complete dial gage observations on the later tests. Wherever v.alues of 
E
8
t 2 are based on dial gage readings, they are marked. by an: as .. t~rls·k ·*· 
in Table 6 ~ .... 
. 8 Es tJ is obtained u·s:~_rtg -tll.e_ CRC approach. It is the average 
value in an increment of 0.005 in./in. strain after the ons~t of 
. stra~n-hardening. See Fig. -2. 
~ .. 
For-this p~rpose the onset of strain-
- ' .... -
• I· 
• hardentng is defi.ned as t1'!e strain corresponding to the -inte-rsection 
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r_~nge with the tangent to the curve 'in -the stra,in:..hardening range. 
-.. ' .·J "l. \ .· -: . ...... . . . •'•..;· 
This· tangent· is· drawn as· the avet"age value in-.an'.-increment of O.Q02 ·-' 
. . 
-iij.._/in. after the apparent' onset. of strain~ti.ardening. The definition 
., . 
of th·e onset of. strain_-har~enirig is so modified here that the effect 
of the frequently.encountered drop in load immediately prior to the 
/ . 





8 t 3 includes the· effect of the ,$teep_er initial slope •. It should 
/ 
_resu.lt in Es-tJ b~ing a less conserv;itive value than E 2 • The range / · · st / 
of ·Strain-hardening is ·also r~tp/r arbitrary and this is quite sig--/ 
. ,/ 
.,,../ 
nificant because tne influente of strain range on··E is much g;reater 7- st3 
-~..... ,// 
/ 
In :th~ J):t':esent· series of tests, E
8
t 3 was measured in two ways • 
The value mea:s.u.re:d from the autographic recorder was designated E
8
~3 (a) · 
and that measured from dial gage readings designated E
8 t 3.(b)-·· 
No single value .of E can be satisfactorily used in all Situa-- . st 
•. 
tions!I For incremental analysis, Ramb~:r~and Osgood'_s equation with 
. E · would be appropriate. For the $lmpler buckling ana lys·is, two s tl (a) 
cases arise; (1) In the first case, ... the, :material is assume,d to be 
' 
strain·ed up ·to. e
8
t as in the local buckling analysis :and analysis Qf 
beams und-er _uniform moment, (2) Here, the mater.ial is· assumed to be 
strained we 11 ·irito the. strain-hardening ra.nge. A suggested value is 
·-· 
· · - . 16 a str~ss of cry -1-_ 1/4 (ou - cry)_ •. · E80 can be -used for the first case._,, . 
~ut for the second £ase_,.E
8
t 2 would be more appropriate. Further, when .. 
cold-straightening strains the material well into the strain-harde.ning . . 
range, it may be more .appropriate ·to use E
8
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. · _·It may be emphasized again that E. t. is not ·a· st-able material ' s 
P:roperty but depends on fa~tors l~ke .. distribution of. disloca'tions and· 
-22 · 
' .. 
. 10 · previous strain h1s·tory. . · Under these circumstances, values -o,f. 'b·oth · 
.· E_8 t 2 and Estl C-awrage of Estl(a) and Estl(b)) .are reported. ··· 
'. ~ 
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.... Results of tests are presented in this section_ toge~her·with -
,.. . -- I 
·. pe.rtinen·t d·iscussion. The data was analy-zed using the CDC6400 com-' 
puter at Lehigh Unive·rsity. Details of the computer program will be ' ..... -·" 
. - - 17 made available in a subsequent_ report. 
·. .. 
Table 3. lists the program· of tests: and Table 4 gives the details 
of the test specimens. Computed values of· the mechanical properties 
are listed in detail in ·Tables 5 and 6 a-ticf ate :summarized i.n Tables 
7 and 8. Tab1e· 9 con.taitts th.e average valuE!s of some -important pr.o.:. 
perties of group:s of spe·.c;:.,in1.e·n.s select¢d ·a~_Gording to (i) origin, 
absence oJ y·.ie·ld l"ines,; (iii) thickness and (iv) weight . -, • ' 
I • 
(ii) pre·se·nce or 





mill te·s·ts and· the mill data· are .in .:table 11. 





·.4: and a typical complete stress-strairi curve .obtained fr:om 'th-e te·sts: 
.. . 
ts shown in Fig .. 5. The dips in the curv~. l·ndtcate the poin·~s at 
.which the machine was stoppeo in order to adJy_s.t the recording paper. 
Figure .6 ~hows an. i~lized ·str.ess-strain curve ~·or- A572 (Grade ~5) 
-steel up .to and including strain-hardening _4nd indicating the aver~ge 
- ' 
·v_alues of the significant properties. The same _ ct.1:rve ls reproduced 
. 
-in Fig. 7 alongside similar -cu.rves of A7· and A441 steels. Fi_gure 8 
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A summary of the average values of the me·chan·tc·al properties· · 
. . 
·listed· in Chapter 2 is given ·belo~: · 
1. ·a 
··. p =· .57. 0- ksi 
.. .• -
3. · er J,y is not reported for reasons stated in, Chapter 2. 
4. - 64 6 ksi· 0yd ·- • 
5 • a . = 6.2 ~ 1 ksi ys 
6. ·a - 85.7 ksi 
u ' . 
7. a£ - 67.9.ksi 
i 
8. e - o. 00211 y in/irt. -
. -9. • assumed 29,600 E 1S as 
·10 . e = 0. 0186 in . / in .. 
st . 
,• 
a /E ys 
ksi 
11. Percent ~longat.io~ -(~p. ·~ 'in-.• ) = 2:.l •. 'S: 
Percent Reduction .of -Area ,:: .. st. o· 
12. E = 2 979 ks:i stl '· · · · ·· 
.. 
E . . = 553: ks.f 
st2 . 
E. = 771. ·ks:.J~ 
st3{a) 
. . , 
E . = 704 ·ks;i 





EstJ = Averag'e of Est.3(~) a11d Estj(b) = 737 I<;si. 
13. 
. , . 
a . la --~ 1.-040. £'or a ·c·ro.s:sne·~d spe .. e~ . of: .o. 0_25 :i-pill.. yd- .. ·ys 





These re,.sults are consistent with 'the relevant A?Tij.-A5:7_2: re_-· 
----
-
-qu-it_eqien:ts. -· Some of these will now be discussed . 
. • . . .• 
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'. ' . ._:_. . ' ' Some of tne important re·sults from· Tables. 5 and 7. are reprodu.ced 
--- ---·--·----·-···-·-------------- --
--- - .. -------~-------------------. . -· 
'. below. All values are in ksi. , 
:. ... ' 
. . -
Property 
_ &ximum . -_ Average . -- ·-·- - ~ - -.- ~--·-=-- ,:..._ ___ • __ --
'· -· Minimum- Standard Deviatioti 
• 
·a 
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·1) Propor.-.tional· Limit 
- ' 
_As already d iscus:·sed: ·in Chapter 2, ·the •p·toportlon·~-~ ·1flll:i-t·, ,i$: 
influenced by ··many fac--to_~s. This is refle~·~ed:_ in ·the. te~ft r.e-sults, 
summarized ·above. 
·Th'e 9b-se,rv¢-.d aver,age v-alue of cr corres.p_ond.s ·t-o: 85_.4% of; :t_tte: 
. p 
upper yield -point:, which is _abo'ut what one would. expect • .. 
:,. 
2) Upper Yield Point 
Only forty-two specimens:: ,t:.egtster.ed u.ppt=fr· y-i~--ld-:. Fig~re 9· 
·' 
,'!' -
shows the histogram for the v.~lues o:f: cr .. · Only -three spec.imens ex-
·, u.y 
hibited value~ of cruy lower by 0~2 ·lcsi than the dynamic yield s,t:.r·e.ss 




the ave_rage d_ifference being 3.1 ksi or 4·.65% of·t_he· averagevalue·:c,-f 
a . This- _in_crea_se· is-·registered in ·sp·i.te_ of· -th.e fact that the strain uy 
>' 
rate ne.ar upper yield point is smaller than in tl}e _p:l_a_s_tic range. 12 
The higher value of auy~can be attributed to the! higher stress required 
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. . 
···: -.·,·_··.3) Lower Yield Point '·. . -
- 1 
• I ' '• 
. fr. .• 
- .. · 
.... , .,'. 
'>· 
... 
Values of the lower _yield point. are no.t reporte~ · f._or reias·ons< 
.:- - _;... ', 
~ ,, ' 
. . 
.. ~·- ··-··---~-<---.·-···~·-·.····· '. .. ~··c·---··'.:"""_c·; 
· already discussed, in ~apter ~-. 
·. .. . 
" 
·- t 
~!t) Dyanm~c Yield Stress· ·Leve 1 .. 
\1, ~.. . ·,. . 
Figure 9 shows the histogram for the val~_es of O'~d. The sc'.a,tter.-
.. 
. · 18 
. ~s much less than for lower grades o{ steel. 
. ~· 
-'5) S.tatic Yie-ld Stre-ss Leve 1 
t:. 
The values for cr also ex~.ibit a smaller sca.tter than: £.or ys 
.. :1a 
lower grades of _steel: as shown ·by the histogram in Fig ... 9. ·· 
The ,effect of' str.a:in ·rate on the relations.ip· of er d. ··and :cr:. _ 
'Y--.: . y~ 
and the influence of factor·s like th,ickness· o:f ·spec·,imen on· ·th~ ··va-lue 
of cr are dis cussed later' .. ys 
6) Tensile Strength 
•: 
Among the values-. of .$..t'.;te_Sffe::s., 'th~; -v:alues of the tens·ile st.re-rigt·h 
.show the minimum sc_atte.r· .a_s." ~_nd:~c~'te:d.· by the histogram 'in Ffg. ·9 . 
Like· the values of cryd 
·scatter tha.n for lower grades 
~ 
. 
a·nd ·cr .. ,· the values of cr show -smaller 
. . .y-s· u 
18 
of -SU~l. Ho:wever, th_e results of the 
three flange specimens of Material A w~th. tensile strength h·tgher thar1: 
the stress corresponding to .120' k·~p.s, tlfe .ca.p·acity of· the ·mach_ine, 
-. 
are not included. The values of o:u for these specimens were larger 
than 92 ksi and inclusion 0£ th·ese values woul4: h·ave rie·su-ited in a 
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The difficulties of observing the fracture load, have. been dis~ 
,, . 
' cussed in ·chapter 2~ . ·~ ~ Further uncertainty is introduced by the practice 
. . ,. 
· of evaluating fracture stress using the.· original a~ea of th.e specimen" 
. .. 
and ·the ·differences in the mechanics ·of necking of different shapes of 
• ~ 9· , . . I.,. 
cross sect.ion. The test values of crf appear to·re~lec~. these problems .• 
8) Strain at First Yield · ·· .. 
' 
,ill • ·, 
·The value of the strain at first yield _a$ r.eporte.~ here is· 
-
.-
~- .0.00211 in./in. which is equal to the quotient of _the· average· val.ue of· . 
.,. 
... 
;a: ... and Y_'oung"s. ·modulus_. This 1ta·s: (bee·n discuss·e.d .in Chapt.e:r ·2 .... . . ys 
.9):. Young's Modulus 
. ' 
--
As already discussed 'in .c:li-~p.te\t'· 2., the values of E .a.s: co_ll}pµ:ted 
' 
·from the tests are not reporte.d· sir1ce: the .. techniques used w~:r:·e· not 
·• 
~ refined enough. Instead, the :value· .is :adopted from a s·eri'es of car.:ef_ul ·:• • .
. . 
. . 
·tests ·r·epor~ed in Ref. 13.: I 
Some of the import~an~.t .,=-¢::s~.lts· ·£~ .. oin: Table-.$ .6: and 7 are now ~e'·-. ( . 
produced be low: 
Property 
e , in./in. 
.Y 
Elongation, :% 
Reduction of Area,"% 
E ksi 
-··· st 1' 
E5 t 2 , ksi 
Est3.(a) ,. ks. i. 
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· ·.·._,:r..esults for the values, o·f e. are s-ummarized cin~:~the· preceding page. ·y 
_ .. --
··· .. . 
. ' "". 
; ... 
. The coefflcle-nt _.·of .variation is ·27. 9%. As· noted in Chapter. 
2, the modei:.n science of mat.erials ass~'rts that the .. stress-.strain 
' . 
relationship in the.inelastic range is determined-by the t~ndom 
. ----··----··~----~ ~--,-· --.·-- ,. 
- ~ -~ . 
-···· ',. 
.. nature of the dis··tribution of ·dislocatio'ns and the prior strain his't·ory. 10 I ' 
- .. Th-is would suggest tha~- e
8
t may not be a char-acteristic mech-anical ~ 




.11) Percent Elongation a_nd Percent Reduction o~ Area. 
The limitations of ~l)e values of the percent elong-a.~_it,n- ·and 
" ·the: percent reduction :o:f ar.ea a.s a measure 0-f ductility have been di_s.;. 
c.u:sa:ed. in Cha·pter 2 .. ·The: histograms for both values are in .FJg,. 9· 
;, 
and: a 'P.~.ief summary of the ;te's·t. va·lues __ i's given earlier. 
E:xcept for orte· :Spe·.c.imen with a '·value -of 36 . 1, the maxi~m-~ -v.aJue 
.of· ·t:he percent e·l0.t1~a_ti_o_ri was 24 .• 9. 'The v.al.ue-s for percent reductiott -~.-
o.f: ·are:a e.xh:ib:it .a much, ·big:ger: s·catter. Al.s.o,. a study of Figure 9 
-ind:ica.te·s :that ther_e is ._n·c> cent-r:al tendency .for :Pe-:rc:ent elongation 
:o-f: area in :cortt·rast with the d:istr.ibut'j.pri, ·of: ·per.ce.nt elongatiotj • .. 
12) ~train-Hardening-Modulus 
Various approaches to the. me:asu-remen.:t of __ E:s·t'· the _:Valu·e of ~hich 
.. i.s: of particular interest, ha:v~- :been discussed in C~apter -~. Important 
results have bee·n summarized at the end of section 9 earlier. His to-
.. 
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- •- .... . This wide scatter_ of values. is Estl. yaries from 393 to 9825. 
. 
. 
in· keeping with the known er.ratic nature of the straining ·Process i.n . ··, . - ...- .. 
. ' ---- . .... . 
ti the region o,f the -oi;ise t of s tr~tn-hardening and is also . in kee.Ping with 
inherent difficµlties- in_determining·this function. 
By eliminating the initlal l!rratic p.o~~iort of the st-rain-hardening· 
. 
. 
ra:nge of -the -s·tre·ss-strain curv~ ap.d cori.finin;g· measure·ments to a 
-
. relatively lin~·ar portion of the curv~, the resulting -value of E.
8
t 2 
exhibits a smaller scatter and a much smaller standard devi~tiori than .. 
EstJ· FurtJ:ter, .since the slope .of .stre·ss-st_r4in curve reduce:~ wfth 
increasing strain, .the .-aver~g_e value ·,o·f :E:st2 ls lower. 
-The aver~g·e' v~ltie of E_
8 t 2 at ,?:'5-~ ksi. fo.r ASI:1. (Gr-ad~.: Ei.5):-
stee 1 compares favora-bl;y- w:fth :the va~ue 9.·f -572 1~:si for Af steEtl, s,ince , 
the later value lies '.Somewh,ere between E·8 t 2 .. and Est3 . See Flg._ 7. 
. 
. This would indicate that tlie- l-im·lts on the wid.th--thickness· :ratios.· of· C • •• • • • ••• • . . : • • • • ' ' - •• • • • . • • • 
. '. 
• 
shapes ·and -the br:acing spacing ·requtr·emerit-s-'·wo:ulcf :not be too res·trlc-
tive. This _is fortunate, since the. A572 (G·rade 65) steel is limited 
to shapes of Gr.oup 1 with high ·width-thic;~p;ess ratio~ so th~(t a: low 
value of Estl woula· render most of· them n.on--~Qmpa.ct-. 
,• 
Acc_ording to Ref. :9 - th·e ·ef_ fe_ctive valu-e. of ··E in compression ' 
··· ·st 
is somewhat. larger than. in tension for a material ·otherwise exhibiting 
the same stress-strain relationship in compression and tension. · Thi$ 
• is becau_se of the Poisson-effect, which causes a change in· cr9~~- _section 




The effect is more pronounced· in the inelastic· range due to a higher .. . 
·value of Poisson's ratio • 
... 
:_ • ti . ' 
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• • I. 
"() . 
This -higher value of E -- -- has been noted in previous_ tests •. 






- - - ·-- ---
- -
.. 
· -~he _following table o_f values of E
8
t· are reproduced from unpublished 
- ... -
• d data on twenty-one tension tests and twenty compression_ tests on A7 
steel·~onducted at the Fritz Ehgineering:Laboratory. Values of E · 
.· ·st 
'· . 
are read as chords in -the linear portion of th~· curve and lie some-
where between EstJ and Est2. · All values are in ksi 
-,·-·---· 
Minimum Maximum Ave-ra.ge 





20 Compression Tests 520. 855 ,695 
A series of ten comptessi.on tests =O.n specimen.a fabricated· ou.t 
:o'f the same material from whic·h ten-s.ion speciil'.lerts were prepared, .has 
19 
·been· ~ecently completed. A :PreJ·iminaty analysis has given an- averag~ 
vjltie .of E 2 ~s 820 ksi. ·· · ·- · · st 
stantially highe.r .. test ·values of E __ -. in compres·s.ion. 
. s.t --
• 
An~ t:hJs gives 
\ 
-· 
rise t0 the qu~stion · as to wh·ether pr ~ot Est. shotflcl ·be determi.ned from 
. 
tension tests or from compress.ion .test-s -when the resultfn·g values are. 
to be used in calcuLati_ons_ .involving ·bu~kling probleJnS. 
l-3) _ Effect of Strain-Rate 
• Rao ~t al have· pointed c:,u·t t:h:at in the plastic range, th~ elonga-:-




··· 12 for all the movement of the crosshead. Assu·ming such length to be 
about 10", ·a ·-crosshead speed. of 0. 025 ipm :w;ould gtv,e· a str-ai-n rate .of 
abo~t 42 micro in./i-n./s:ec._ 
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. , 
. ··. On seventeen tests,. the strain-rate e was observed u~ing a timer· --·-·---····--..... 
' .(..: ... . ' 
-·-·--·The values of e varied from 21· t·o 83 mfcro in. /in. /sec. giving an aver_ag·e 
' r •' 
...... 





• I • • 
. 
. .· Sensitivity of crossbead speed to tne p·osition -Of the Speed· Selector · · 
. ' 
p~inter. T.hus.,. the v.alues cannot be. co1;1,fidently speclfied ·as the 
.. 
-~ 
. strain-rate for the correspond·.ing value of ayd since the dynamic yield 
. 
· load was observed dur!ng the first _run of the .aut(?gra·phic ~eco~der ana 
the stra-in-rate wa-s observed during the second run and the speed 
s·elector was manipulated in the meanwhile. However, th~ expotential 
. relationship derived in Ref. 12 would suggest that the effect of 
. . ' 
such variation in the val_ u,e of .e on th_e value of the ratio CJ d/cr _.·· Q 
• . :y. . ys 
should be small so th·at a valid comp·arts·on· with the result·s· ·of Ref. 
,. 
12 could st i 11 hi~ mad:e .. , .
. Te$t va.l\le:s· o.f· .-~_~La · . .are. __ given in T~_ble· 10~ P.roJ·ecting·· the. · · ·yu ys 
. 
results derived fn ··Ref. 12 for A36 and A441 s,teels:,· the following 
. comparison ·ts ob·t~i.ne.d .. It indicates excel tent agreement~ 
i = 44 micro in./in./sec . • 
.. Projected ' Observed values for A5.72:((;rade 65) 
:a d/o y ys 1. 040 1.·040 
---·a ·-cr 
. yd ys . 2. 88 2 .. .-50 
·, _, .. 
14) Simu·lat'ed.:Mill Tests 
Sim~lated mill tests were conducted': on four specimens, two 
-
,--f.ro·m material A and two from material B. A crosshead speed of 0.5. ipm' 
• 
. . .2 which is the maximum permitt_ed by ASTM fo.r 8 in. gage was us.e~t. 
Table fo lists the results together with the mill test data furnished' 
~y the prqducers • · 
.. 
.· ... : 
' 
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·Mill ·tests .are i-nvariably' performed· on webs.- Unfortunately, 
s 
-::., 
.·only. one web speci~n - from 12B19 of material B was· .available for . 
_co-ndu·cting s-intulated mill .. tests.. No pla.te · specimens were available _ 
• • A 
Be~ause of_ tnis~ comparing ~he data ts· difficult. The ,only dlrect com ... 
... 
par is on is afforded by the· web.t of· 12Bl9. · 
Simulated Mill Test 
Mill Data 
a . , ksi. ym· 
·11 .. 8 
·:11.s 
" a . ksi 
u, 





Althougfi it is in p~rt a happ·enstance,. the. ctgr.eetnent at· y:'ie ld 
is exact. Even for the e·n:t:ire lot of lll~_te):·:ial ;' the -agr:ee·men t was 
within 2%. 
·quirements of ASTM... See Tal;>le 2: .• 
.· . 
.._ An interes'tlf!i __g.~ co·mpar:iso·n: ·W:f#.li :e-he; _f:ollowJp;g.:: ,e.q_.u:ation d-er!-:ved· 
.in.lle f. 12· can: be n1a·d:e 
• 
. 
- 3:.2 + 0. 001 
€. 
Assumi.ng that in the- plas·tic ran..g~-, .e longat;J~,o.il, hetw.ee.n the 
gage points· accounts £.or the fult. _crosshead s:peed, -~the maximum pos-
... 
·. sible value of .£ works· ou.t t.o. be 1,040 micro in .. /i11. /s.e.c. fo.r a cros:s:,-
.-, 
head speed of 0.5 ipm. The cotresvondiIJ,g value of o-Ycl.- cr,ys == 4 .2 ksL 
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a . ksi · . a , ksi · '-c1 ·. , ksi a ~- a 
·ym ys: · ys, · : ym. - . ym: · Spe.clmen - average,. No: from simula.te·d from mill 
· f.Jaterial. 
ksi ·. 
























































Average -of simulated· 'tnill tE?sts td ;.:] 





,65 ... o 
,71./8 
~--~~,-
7'1 ..• 8'. 
10·.·s. 
71.5 
··7 .. 2·· :9-. 
. . 
- . . 
:,, . 
. 
· . 10.1 
5 .. ,0 






10 .. 3. 
l:l.8· 
s.·. ~. :e_, .• · 
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. ksi, the aver·age betng ·9 .. 3: ksi.. Th_~ average :for' the simulated mill 
. . ........ tests is 5. a· ks.i. The high value o.f cr - cr for the mill data cou·lcl ... · . - ym ys 
be attributed. t.o the. fact that the --mills :o.ften tend to re.port ~pl}et\ -· <-
· 11 yield point for the value of cr . ym 
15):: Effect of Material Source :--- ., 
Values of cr and cr -for mate-rial A were: sligh~ly higher ·than . ys u 
-
- . 
for material B although all the Material A specimens came from .. thicke·r 
'I. (l,,,o 
mate.rial .• .. 
, . 
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· . 
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' ·,:' ';· ..• '. ". /• 
·.Material A Material B · 
: ..... 
• I ' 
-~ . 
~-' 
··: 62 .4 62. 0 · . , · · ·:.'. ;,...· · ... 
,.~: .... ~ .~, .... , 
"'~.· ..... ~'l;at'• 
..,, '\ •• •l ,.. -:·· ". ~(~'{~,~. .. 
·". . 
. . . . . . . .. 
' ' 
. . .. 
• 
- ·. 87 •. s. . "f 85.5· 
-~ ,\ 
: . \ 
" 
· In fact ·both· 1.6\f7l and 16\f88 from which all of the material A 
spec.ime-rts. were fabricated_~ ··are quts·id·e of group 1 sh-apes to whi~h As·72 
(Grade Q5) steel is ~estricted •. Hence, ft appears .that the material 
8-__supplied for testing was probably on the· low side of mill distribution. 
16) · Effect ·of· Origin and Location of Specimen 
;.. Table _91 .. l,ists some properties of :plate, web and flang'~ .sp·e.cimens • . • It 
The following may be particularly noted 
·p1a-te 
ksl. (1 . ' u 
'6.:2'.· :2. 










·· Generally, the effec·.t pf· rolling to a :sma.lle.r thick:n·ess and the 
.,, 
consequent~ '£aster co·oling are tho:ugh~ to .p-rocli1c~ :a. str·ong·~r web 8 l'thotJ.gh 
the distances are small. The reverse· ¥as_ .obta_fried in these tests. The 
somewhat higher str--e-ngth of the flange, in the---lt.st above is partly due to 
the high flange strength of material A.. As shown in Table 7 web strengt_h 
.. 
was slightly higher th~n flar,ge strength for material B bu:t every flange . 
,· 
·.~---
specimen of ma~tetial A was stronger than· its correspond.~p.,g web spec·imen. 
li) Effect of Yield Lines 
Table 9 compares some prop~,:-;,t:ies of speci.mens with yield lines with 
specimen~ of some material, heat; origi~ and shape. but without yield lines., 
N6 significant influence of yield lines. can be no~~d. From the work of· 
• ......... 
.• .. . 
., . 
. !, 
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_j. thing·,· it was higher for. the five_ rotarized specimen in the current test 
• 
program. The conclusion here is important, because· it me:an.s that rotarig.in.g. 
will not reduce the local buckling strength in the inelastic region.,, at 




18) Effect of Thickness 
Some propertie_s of . . specimens divided into groups according to 
thickness are given in- Table 9. Graphical presentation of variation with 
thickness is .shown in Fig. 13 for cryd and crys and in Fig. 14 for e8 t and 
E8 t 2 • Al~h-ough: the value-s of cryd, crys and cr0 are high for t.h-ickness 
0.801-0.900 ln., it .may· be .~o~~luded that strength reduces with in.cre.~sed 
thickness, because the stronger thick s-p~c-imen·s belong to mate·r.ial A 
and none of these .. :ha-ve. been tested in smalle:r. thi:ckness. Tne~value· of 
e · incre-·a·s.:e:s ·with increased thickness-. st 
An. inte.res.~ing :sid·e to the study of the ·fnflue·t).c_e· c,£ t:h·ickness . •. 
i •.• • 
.. 
is the values ·of the :P~rcen_.t redt.tction of· area.~ As ·the. -table below shows 
the thicker s:pecimens exhibit -~- highe.r. v~lue ·for the value of the perc.e;nt 
' 't-: . 
reduction o.f a-rea. This is probab-ly due t.o the influence of the width-









0. 601-0. 700 
0.701-0.800 
0. 801-0. 900. 
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' ' :' 
.. . Table 9 lists some ·properties _of spe-cimens divided ac·cordlng_ to 
'• 
weight of shape .. Figure 16 shows cr d-- a'rtd cr - and Fig. 17 shows ·_ e · .·arid: 




t 2 as func~ions of weight .. , of shape. Here-· too, the uneven dis-tribution. 
' . 
of -specimens persists. All the higher strength material A specime.ns 
belong to heavier shapes.· However,- tJle. same{ .g,eneral c~nclusions can be 
drawn as in the previous case· . 
. • 
and €· reduce but E . - increase:s:. 
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The following observations ·are based on tests ·and studies of 
A5.72 (Grade 65) ·st~el, repr,esenting a total of fifty-:-two tests~~~--~_e_n~ 
-- --- ______ .. 
' '• 
:~ .. 
- --- ,--·~--~· - : .. -::t . 
... 
) 
sion specimens cut from 1_/411 , 3/8° and 1/211 plates and from ·eight shapes 
varying in weight from 1~ ibs/ft. t~ 88 lb~./ft. 
" 
,1. A572 (Grade 65) steel exhibits mechanical properties in the 
::inelastic re_gtp·n .. t!J.at are ·similar t·p those of structural carbon 
·-
$.t_¢el. (Flg_.. 7) · 
A572 requireme·nts._. 
3. The u~.e _of E~t:2. ·as: th:e. str-afn~harde-ning modulus re_pre:sents .,,~ .. 
_: . •' 
.a 11ew :~p.ptoac.h :to: -o~tatn: a lllote rea.listic"value of this property 
.•. 
f._or ·use ip. situ.at:lons whe-re ·th~ material is assumed to be str·a.ined 
~i_nto th-e str·ain--hard.e.ning_ range. By e lim:i.nating the err·at'ic · initial 
. l 
· portion of. the stra·iri-har-dening range -of the s.tres .. s.-st~-ain -eurve 
and restricting the ·mea·sur·ement to the linecir pcittion; Est2 provides 
values which are more conservative and are l~ss subject to scatter . 
.. -.. --
···~---
4. · The average value cl E
8
t 2 is 553 ksi which compares - favorably 
with the value of 572 ksi for A7 steel ~-ince ·the latter value is 
' ' .. 
between the ·v·alues of E 2 and ·E . __ .3 • S~e Fig_. _ 7. This would - . st · st 
indicate $a-t the .limits on the w-idth;..thfck11ess ratios of shapes 
and the: bra6i~g--spa·c ing requ-irements would not be too restrictive 
This is for:tunate, since tt1e A572 (Grade 65) ste_el is limited to 
shapes of "qroup 1 with high width-thickness ratios so that a low-
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dening modulus from. tensi.on ··t~sts is indicated. · ·The value· in. com~· _ 1 • 
----' ' .... ' 
. . . 
pression tests is ·known to be higher than in· tension and s_ince. this 
pr.operty is ass.ocia.ted w-ith failure in compression, a c-ompression 
.. 
test would appear to be the appropriate way of obtaining its value. 
' ' 
Unfortunately,-- the latter test is more difficult ·to perform. 
' . 
6. A crosshead speed of 0. 025 ipm gave an average value of: 44 micro·in.:/ 
in./sec. for the strain rate e .. At~this strain rate, the observed 
value of the dynamic· yield ·str.es·s level wa~ on an average 4% higher. 
This indicates excellent agreeme-nt with proj~ct-ed results of a 
. . 
12 P.~evious study of the effect of. st.r,ain -rate. 
1. Th 1 f _f· ... -.r.·o.m ... '.m. 1··.11· d .. ata. 1·s ·7···-0--·.:5._: k_ .. s:1•· .a·nd_ -t·he· - _ .. , .... _., ____ ·-----'o--·,------,..."·-~-----~'--,. ~:·--·· · •. ·e ave rage va ue o · cr 
'Ym 
.avet~a-ge pe.rce.n t e long:a.t_:tort. is 1_8_. 3. · The ave·ra.ge value of the d if-
fe't~.ence between the mi.11 value of .cr and th.e corr~sponding value 
. . . .. .. ··ym 
p·f a· ·s i;n fhe ¢u:rrer1:t: s~·r.tes :o..:f t¢.sts W:4$ 9 .. -3 ksi. compared tq a y. 
v~lue o-f: 4· . 2 -~-s i. f 1;·ont p:ro Je.:c t iot1 _.c>of the: re su 1 ·t·s· of Re~ . 12 ._ .Th·e 
· .. ' . ····· 
.· difference is p.robabl:y due_ to the :fa.ct ·that the: mills ·often ·rep:ort l \ 
•. 
the upper yie'ld .polnt .,for the- -value.· o_f a· . ym:· 
-P . 
8. The average v·.alue·S £.or 'tr and: a :for ma·terial A were somewhat 
- ys u 
higli'er than for material B in. ~pl.te· of the fact that the material 
A specimens were thicker. The inference is that the material B 
was :Prob.ably on _the low side of mill distribution .. 
. 9., No significant relationship couid be ·established 'between mechanical 
prop·erties and the pi:_esence or absence of yield lines.· Th-is suggests 
= 
that the mill straightening practice (gagging or rotarizing) is 
. . 
not a significant factor in evaluating these properttes • 
. 
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·-10. The· values· of ·a_.··d·' a· and o. reduce· and~ the values: of E · 
. y ys · . u st2· 
.. an~ -the Percent Re.duction of Area · increase with increas·ing thick-
. 
. ·ness. · A similar· tendency was ·noted w1ith respect to increasing 
weight of shape . 
, 
11. The results of t:h'is ·.test series show that fr_om a "mechanical· 
.• 
. 
. property" stand point, it is appropriate ·to extend plastic design 
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Reduced· area at.fracture of the specime11 
Young's. modulus, ks·i, taken as 29,600. k$l. 
Strain-hard~~1.i11g; modulus, ksi 
Value of E · ·. in ksi obtained. from the maximum inl.t,'ia:1 .Sl<:>p~ st· . 
· · 
of the autogr~phic recorder curve at the appare·nt ·ortse·t ·of 
strain hardertirtt, judged by eye. 
Value of Est in ksi determine.d ~y cu:_rve .. fitt.iqg. an.cl u·sed 
... <,· 'r.,. . ..1 
'"; . 
. ... -·· 
in Ramberg-Osgood stress-strain equ~ti.on with three ·~patame:ters ~-
., 






























Value of Est in ksi determi.n.¢d. ,tia:.ing: sta::tic ~tre.ss 1e,vels 
·at. e .·.t··. and e ·t·. +· 0.0.02 
•. 
. .. S · ·S ·. 
V·alue of· E in ks·i .obt:ained as the chord slope· _o~ ·the · st 
autographic recorder cti-rve between stra:ih. incr.ements 0.·00·3· 
and O. 010 aft;e + the app·ar~n.t ohse t ·of s:t:r:ain:-}J.arden.in.g .. 
Value of E itt ks.i ol:>taine.d by ~h.e :nu~t.hod of least squ._ares . . ·st: 
,. 
from. the.· .au·tograph.tc recotd:e··r curve ·by s·elec.ting two: stra:tn 
.fijterv.als -of .0."065 each after: .the: oris~·t .of .. strain'-hardenirig .. 
_ Value of Est in ksi d·ete·rmined in the- same way as EstJ{a) . -
. from readings taken from the dial :gage .and the correspondi_ng· 
-
readings of the load indicator. 
Origina~·gage length 
Final gage length after fractu~~ 
Maximum .rot,.ation capacity 
·-
Weak-axis radius of gyration 
Thickness of the spectme-n; with subscripts as in Fig. 2-3. 
Width of the specimen; with subscripts as in Fig. 23 
--· --· .·· :·· 
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· Strain rate, micro in./in./sec. 
, •.... 
.•. 
.. ,., ... 
S-train at first y,i~ ld, evaluated as cr /E ys. ·~ 
Strain at onset of strairi-hardening ,,., 
Limit of proporti?nality in ksi as deteimined by ·an offset 
·: of O. 0001 -'in .-/.~n. ·---
Stress, ksi 
Yield stre·ss:, :ks-i s.tress. 
,: 
Upper yield poirit~ ksi-
Lower yield: p.oi/1tt, k_s-.i 
Dynamic. yi~:ld :s-tre·ss le:·ve. 1.,.. ·k·s.t. 
Static · · ld stres::s level, kS_i_. yie- .... 
-
:tensile .strength (ut,e.tma.te ·s:trength.), k's:r 
Fracture st·reS:s· ;_ 'ksi ... 
American Inst1.t'-1t:e .o~·· -Ste.el .C·onstr-uctlori: 
American Society- :f-or· ·T·es·t_i1'g.- and .Materials. 
Column Research Coun·c:tl 
inche s per minLite-
k i p s per sq~ar~ ii:rch 
.•.. 
,, 
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G L O S S A·R Y~ 




Mec.hanical Properties - Those properties of-. a material that are • 
-associated with elastic and __ inelastic reactio.n when force is applied or 
• 
.. _ .• . . .. • · ·10· . that involve the relations·hip between stress. and strain. 
\ 
Strain - The unit chan.ge.,··due :t .. o ·for.c.e.:, $r;i the size ·or shape of 
a :body . ref erred to: :1.ts origJ~p:al :s·tze or shape . - •. . ,· s:train is a non-dimension·pl" 
. :· - 10 ~ qu':lntity but it is fteque.ntly ex.prirssed in. :in·ches ·pe·t ·inch. 
Stress - The: in·te:n·s.ity cit ·a p0Jt1t ln· a ·bo.d:y of the· in:te:,r_rial f.orce·s 
'• 
·or components of :£6:tce th·at a .. c::e- on a given :plane through the point. In. 
this re-port,. . s·tre·sis ~i$.: a:lway:~. ·etpres.se·d tn. kips per square inch of orig,in.~1 10 
.area. 
TERMS RELATING TO TENS ION TESTING 
• 
Ductility - _ The ability of a material to deform p:las:tfc.ally' :b.e.-fore: 
fracturing. Usually evalua_ted :by ·elongation or red·uc:tlpq of ar.e.a .. 10 Some-
times evaluated by Uniform !iti:'ain. 9 
,i 
d ·1· _ . . 10·· Extensometer - A e.vic;\e '.·for measuring . in~ar s:tt,ain ..· .• ··· · 
•· Elongation - The. :in¢r.·eas·e· .. in gage le,ng;tli .a.ft.er fr:a.ceiit.e of a ten-
~i.on test specimen usu$Jly expre·s:s·¢d ·as. a. pe:r~entage of original gage 
length. 
· . 10 
state·d. 
-
. In re(fot·.t.ing., valu·es· .of elongation, the gage 
-. 
• 
Ieng.th shall .be· 
. Fracture Stress - Stress, computed as the quotient o:f. ·the force 
at-: the instant of fracture and the original area. 
.... 
. ·1' 
·. ·-·, ··-. ··'·- -- .- - ::. .,:.'I . ' - ' * ··-•, .i ••• - ,,.... .... - • - ~ .. '. - i •.• ··: - , ..••. • "'-~. "! . .-........ .... - . .... ' - • -: ' • ' 
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- ' . .. . 
·' 
... 
, . x,,., - :... r.· 
. '_. ... 
. -"-
, ·- • • I .J .. .. ,1. ' . 
. ' 
. ' 
,, ,""11\ . 
I 
...... _ 
' -.-· Gage Length - -The orig\.inal length· of that por·tio11_ qf · the specime·n 
. 10 
·over which strain is determined. 
. . 
.. . . -
Necking - The localized reduction of the crQSS~sectional area of 
I 
a spe~imen which may occtir.·during ,st~etching.10 
• I 
•• - ,a • 
Proportional Limit - The greates-t stress _which :a m~tt::eri'al :fs capable 
' 
._.... of sustaining without any dev.iation from porportiorta1ity o.f' $ re~s to 
strain. 10. ln this report::, 'measured with an offset of 0.00 in./in. on t.he 
',, 
._ 8 stress-strain curve.· 
. '/ 
Reduction Of Area - The di.ffetence betw,een /.oti&i.nal C rciS S•-
._; . 




. cross-Section after fracture. Th~ tedµCtij'::'o~ area is usµally expressed -
.a.s ,a percentage of the Qri_ginal cross-secliona1 area C>·f the specimen. 10 
I 
/ 
·Relaxatio:n. - J).ecte.ase: in s.tres.s/ at a. con:s·t·a'n:t total -elong·at·fon:~'.9 . /. 
I 
Strain--h:~~d:erii'ng - Increas¢· :in re:Sist:a·nce ·to.- .de:f·ormat{on -afte:r ·the 
-~ 
::m.aterial has unde~gone~ :finite str.-,:rfn a.t :·c1 p_t,a·ct:i~catly C'on.s-ta·nt ·:str·es··:s. 
s~bs.~quetit to. :y1e·ld_ing:. 
_/ 
/ 
Sl:;ra:Ln-:h~rdenin,,kloduluS '- Rat~o of Jn.d:ease in st:;r¢ss to incre<lse, 
I 





.. T:en~ile, Strength or Ultimate Strength - The maximum. :te·n.sfl:e s:.t:res·s . -- ..... -, . . } 
,1' 




•i ·:.·' frQµt 'the·--maximum load d·urlng a tension tes·t .cattied: t··q ruptui;e- and ·th·Ei · I 
·/ 
I ~ , ·-






. ·9. ·· Uniform Strain - Strain :a_t maximum load :ih· ,a tens:i'on. te$.:t:, .. 
' i: ' '. 
·-· ·--· ....... ' ........ .: ,_ ...... -'~'. :,. ,. - .. - . . ~:- ... -- ... ,~-·• -·- - --- --- ·-1 ~. .. 
. ~-
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.: ' . /1 
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. • ,t 
· Yield Point -; The first .stress in the material less than· the maximum 
. . . 
I • • . 
. :;,Latt_ainable $.tress, at which an increase in Strain QCCUrS Without an increase 
10 · · · in stress. - When such ih'.cre·ase in strain is accoinpanied by a decrease · 
in stress~ the specimen is $aid to have reco.rded an 'upper yield: point'. 
'Lower yield point' is the lowest1 stress immediately after the upper yield' 
... 
point is recorded and before the. ·_yield stress level stabilizes • 
• 
Yield St.ress Level ~ The ·average stress· during actual yielding in 
11 · ·;. 
the ·plastic range. For structural steel, the stress temairis fairly 
·· constant from the y.ie ld point up to the leve 1· of strain ha.rdening provid_ect. 
the strain ra.te is held constant.. Dynamic yie_ld. ;stre~s le.vel co.rres_ponds tp 
a crosshead speec1 ·of 0.-02$· _ipn1 ap.d .. t.he 'static y-ie}d. stress ~ve.1' is. the 
yield stre·ss: le:ve·t 'fc,t' zere> sti;'a:i_Q .. rt1:te·. :In thi.s r~p·or.t both we·re measut.ed: 
at a strain of_ 0.005 i~:./irt. as require·.d: by· 1\STM A3-70. 
Young·,·s. Modulus -· Ratio ·of' 1:¢.nsile ·or comp:re·s.sive .stre:S.S :t:o. ·cor.-
.. . 10 




Average - Sum .. ot .n: '.numbe.r.s d1v:fd·ed. b·y ri:. 
Median - The middle-most value.· 
Standard·neviatidrt The squa:re r·:oot .o:f t"he avet~:age of· the squares -
. . 
· of the deviation of the numbers from the:ir a\re:rage :• ·Theoretlc:a.1 estimated 
percentage of total observations ly'ing w-iJ:h.iri the range of Av¢rag?. + 1. 0 x 
... · ..... ' 
Standard Deviation is 6:·8,. 3. 
•. 
Coefficient of Variation· - :Ratio '.af 'Standard De.viat.ion .. , :t-o .'Average.'·; 
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.1:~· . e·. g·. u· ,~ ·P. M E N T RE g ·U I R.E D:·· 
· . 
.. 
l. · 120 kip T.O •. ~chine with the· following acces.sorie·s: 
a. Flat wedge grips 
· ·b. Grip lines 
' . 
. ';, '1· ·, 
'.<..•. "· . 
. . 
' 
-'4·6·. -· •i ., • 
~ .. 
' . '•· ' .. 
. . . 
. .-
,_.' ;·-, 
. . . . ' ~: : ... 
. . - ' ' . . 
-~ '. ' ' ' • ' .. ',. '·, - • •, JI ' · •• ·- ;.- ._ -
... ........ · 
~ . -· 
'·.r"'. 
. . 
c. Grip retainers with connecting bolts and grip spreaders wil:_h s:crews. 
d. Grip cranks 
e; 8" gage aµtographic exten·s·ometer complete with the reco.rdet.. 
·2. 8" Extensometer with a mechani.ca··1 :dial gage._. 
...... 
3. A pair of caliper~ 
4 •. 0''·--1'' and \"-2.'' micr_om¢·ter$ 
:5. Four pieces of. sh_qc.k-qo~d-,. ea.¢.h a.b.otit· t5" long 
·6. Scriber and c-e·n'ter 'p1fn.cll 
8. Automatic tlmln~ d.eyice· .. 
. :,. 
9. 12" scale with 10.d cfiv,1-sions to. :an fn.ch. 
10. Lead hammer 
~. 
11. Light wooden or ca-rdb.o·ard: b.·.ot,: 
::.: 
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: ·2. .:p· lt E. P A R I N. G . T H E SPEC.IM.EN ,, . 
2.1 ·FABRICATION 
I 
· 1. Order the specimen. t·~:· be cut to ·the shape shown in Fig. 18 
- ~ 
.and milled to a_ tpickness of t/4'" ·or even less fc;,r high strength st.e'els 
·so that the 24 kip range can be used right up to the strain-hardening 
) 
range of int~rest. 
s:tand:ards set b ASTM A370-. 10 
.Y. · ....... · .. However, the length of the ··g~rJ.1~ __ se~tion· 
. . 
. is increased to 5." frotn the ASTM minirnu.m of· :3'·'·:. .Tht:s. 'is_:· done· to provJcJe: 
.,.. 
. . 
. adequa_te gripping- ~V;e:n_. £qr the harde_:r materfa.ls a.nd :t·o: :afford greate.r 
clearance for ·the, i.n:s.trumen:ts-. ·The minimu'rn .filiet t.adius of. l- in. -
-. . ' . . . . . ' . 
' is increased to 2 in •. to take .~dva_ritag~ of· the ct;(rr.ently .ifvailable 
~o provide a good s-urf-.a'..ce· :for gr:lp,pin.g ·and :for th'e: kn.ife ed·ge. of tb·e·: 
: .· 
.autographic extEfn_sq¢e.fe·,r :wh.lle a th.l.ri. $,p.e·c.ime'ii :.enable. :test;ing_ ·on __ a: 
lower range t-6 .dbtain g,re::ate.r ~ccura.c.Y·· .. 
.• 
:2 .2 .PREPARING THE FACES 
2. If the . faces. of the sp·e.c_::i.rn¢.n.· are. mi.ll~q:., .w.ip:e. 'them clean 
-
with light mine_ral -0il and remove all loose mill scale. ,_ Remove ·all · 
ti~ht mill scale from ihe gripping ends by grinding. -This'mifi sc•le 
which is usually very hard pre-vents the grips from biting deep · into 
' . 
. . 
the parent metal and at higher load~' separates and :a·c,:.ts· 'l.ike a lub-
1 
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• I •• 
' • ,···i . I ; / . 
'ri; ... 
.. 
· · .. grinding.· These. end burrs_ of.ten· interfe~e_ ·with ··.irippirrg·:· Remove 
. . 
· ·by. grinding· lightly the mill scale- in· the area where the knife edge. 
. . 
of the autographic exte·nsotneter-·is expected to rest. This is about 
foµr inches from the center of the specimen~ · The thin film of mill 
_scale, ·if not- ~emoved, bec~mes ~Q_9se .· aftei:: yielding -and ma_y ca.use the· 
knife edge to slip. . .. . ' .. .. ' .. , 
.2.3- SCRIBE. LINES AND PUNCH MARKS 
-, .... , 
t : 
.. 
3. On the fi;or1:t face on. which the mechanical dial gage will 
be mounted, mark .the center .of. _the gage length and the center line of 
.the :·.1 l./2" width, of the spe·c.ime·n by_ means -of a sc·riber ~ Using .thfs 
:c·errte._r 1-:fne.i matk $:cr:ibe llne$ at every _in-ch up ·to 4,,:. ·on. ea-ch s.id.e-
., the straigh.t ::re··guc_e_d po_rt_io.n- of. th_e :spec·fmen. 
... 1 .. 
. 4... St:~1;t:i11g· from the· top ¢:nd,. mark eight pu-nch: marl~is- u·si.ng· 
.... 
a: cente·r puttch. :Ne~J, place the. mechanical dial gage on the front_ 
£'-ace of the s.pe:c.inten with the fixed conc.ial point of the dial ·gage 
• 
engaging ~ t.o.p .punch _mark. Push the movable bar so as to .obtain t-he 
. minimum distance between the c.onc:lal poln:ts· ~and. draw an :a·rc on ·t.hEf 
specimen with the -lower concial point. The ninth punch mark must lie 
beyond·--t·htg arc. This p·recaution ·is· to ensure free moveme.nt of t·he 
. 
• 
:concial point and prevent any lost motion due to the gage length be·ing ( 
smaller than the. minimum._d<ista:n.ce between the c_oncial points. Make 
-48: 
.... 
I '. ' • ~· 
... 
. . . 
... 
. 
the ninth pun·ch mark and· ve-rify that the corresponding dj_al gage reading: 
- . ---- ... -····-- -·· ···-·- ··-··. 
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'' . •(·' 
. 5. ·On the _rear face. ___ of the specimen, make punch mark. a-t -the 
· · · -!top. to· match the top punch ·mark on the front face. The concial point 
: .':·-··o'f' the autogr·aph'ic e_xtensometer will engage ·th.is_ punch mark. 
,. 




' '. - .. · 
... -· ' 
·6. Using· micro~et~rs, measure a~d record the width. and· t~ick-
-ne·ss of. the specimen at all the nine scribe marks. Also. measure and·· 
" 
record th·e gage length of the front face corr~::ct to o·. 01 in. 
2.5 INSPECTION FOR YIELD LINES· 
.... , 
I'." ·• 
7. Inspect bo~h fa_ces of the :spe_cimen for y._ield lines due t·o. 
straightening in· the mill· and· record definitely the ·presence or. absence 
of srich yield lines. . ..· .. · . ~ . Re cord the pa tte·rh o·f y-ie. ld 1 ih.e s ·. 911: the data 
-. 
Snee t making add i tiona 1 ske tche·.s if. _ne.Ge~-$-~t'.y··· ·tQ fn~ 1_¢~J:e th·e cor-
responding ed.ges. . .. 
.. 
,. ,-:: 
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· 1. · Swi.tch on the machine with the main switch at the bct~om~ 
·. ·of ·one side· of the console.· _ After a few m~nutes, the red light· at ·the ,,. 
I 
. . 
. f.bntrol lights~ up indicating· that the machine is warmed up. and re.ad·y 
for operation. 
> 
;.. -~;~~ 2. Set the .speed: se·lector to ze~o-" ·-T.titri and ·se.t the :cont'rol. _ 
wheel firmly but not too tightly into th~ ·•_sL:OW' position. 'Pre.ss-
the 'LOWER' knob .and: ·rotate the speed sele:ct·or gradually to. :1.h:crea·se· 
' 
speed until ·the lower crosshead visibly moves. Low·er the lower ·cross..:. 
·head until there -is a. clear distance of° at lea.st 10" between the 
-···, crossheads. Set the, spe.ed selector tp :zeto~ 
This step is to en:s:u-re t:ha-t the_ ma·chine· is in proper workin~ 
_.,t 
or,;Ier and also to prevent:. Jamming .of th·e _lower crosshead which sometimes. I 
occurs wh~n it i~ suddenly ·moved at a b.ig.h speed. 
3. The loading .speeds ch-ange w.i-th the aging o:f the electrical 




. where accurate. speed is---e-s-se-n-tj/a-1-·,· -·i·e---:may·-b·e---·\,ror-tnwh-ire·-·checkf11g the 
-
. accuracy -of, the speed selector. To do this, run the machine at no 
• 
load and m¢.~s-ui-e the rat·e of separation of crossheads by a. dial gage. 
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. --3.2 · ADJUSTMENT OF· CROSSHEAD .:POSITIONS 
~ -i, : 







.- ·. ' .· 
... "''{ ··.·· -. 
. •, ,•_ 
~ . ·,--1,:-.• .:.;~}! 
. 
. . 
,·_ '. . • t. 4. Bring both ·the crossheads into a·,.convenient working posit.ion • 
' . 
. The- position o.f _the lower crossh·ead can be adjusted_ ~i~ply by nianipula,tr_i,ng .. _ ) 
-- '----- ·------·"----·-==-=..:c:c........-=:e,···-"--=·=-ac-·----:-..c;__::_-::.--·-- -·---- ,----------- -~-- ·_ ~-~~· ·-:~··tne-control·s but the position of the UpP,er crosshead mus.t correspond 
i. 
.. 
to as.et of pair of slots·in-the colul;llils. To a~juE;~.the position o·f 
the upper crosshead, ·first turn ·and set· the control wheel firmly but 
not too tightly into the 'FAST' position._. Lift the· steel colla·rs and 
remove the split rings from all the four corners of the top of the 
upper crosshead. Insert the four lifting pins in the holes on_ ·the top 
4"' 
of the lowe.r crosshead. Pus.h the 'STOP' and then the 'RAISE' button.· 
It is a .good practice ·t:o _pU_s,h the ·•s-T_op:f button before pushing 




. ·. . of sudd~n reversal .and damag·e. ·of the machine. When it is desired to 
. 
move the lower· ,cro·sshead· in ,one'. ·d:irtfct.:i.on only, use the speed se lee tor 
for stopping, s:t:ar·ting and rµnrtJµ:g it .. 
. ,. 
Always set· the ·co.11tr·ol whee-1: ·f trmly ·.b.ut not too: tfghtl.y ·.in. ct.he 
ext·refue positions :of 'S,LOW' and 'FAST',, Also, neve-r rai.se the· upp:e:-r 
crosshead_ without removing the upper split rings. 
5. Set the··speed selector to l ln. per min. and raise t.he 
lower crosshead. until the· lifting pins touch the upper crosshead and 
. . 
lift_ it by ab~ut ah ino.h.. Re·move the split. ~ings at th.e .four corners -
of the bottort1 of the· µpper crosshead. 
6.·. Next. raise or lower the crossheads. ·until the l.!I?.Per cross-
head is about an-inch· above the slots in the columns corresponding to· .. 
. . 
the desired position of the· upper crosshead. Insert the split rings . 
.. ,. 
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Insert the split rings a~ the. top four ~p.rners ~nd 9.over them with · 
'• 
.the steel collars. Remove the ~ifti_ng pins. _Lower the lower cross·-_ 
,, 
head until the clear distance between the crossheads · is ·about elevetl 
i-nches. 
3 .. 3 INSTALLING GRIPS AND RELATED ACCESSORIES ' . ----
7. .~~amine the grips and· note how far the gripping surface. 
extends on the length of the gr-ips.. · If the gripping .surface d~~es not 
· extend fully, note the. d_istance· l;,y wh.ich the surface is recessed from 
the edge. For best ·re-sults, the entire. length of the .grippin~ sq1=fa-ce: 
should be utilized in gripping the -s_.pecimen·. 
Using ra_gs, _clean thorc.>l:t:ghly the .flat wedge grtps, :~he: 1-i.ne·rs 
:ana the crosshead holes in whi'ch: gr_ip~ .are housed.· Wax the line.ts. 
and wax the grips. on .their smooth si<Je:s ~ Th.is· will_ -:reduce· the :_pos:-··:; 
' . sibility of the' specimen jaillllling_ betwe~n the grips.. U_stially,_. the 
:. 0:, 
spe.:cimen .comes out loose· with the sho.ck of fracture but in- t:he. abse·nce • 
. pf· fra·cture, waxed surfaces o'f the- :gr·ip~ and liner.s :are a g:r:eat help. 
·in· removing the specimen from_ the g-:rips. 
8. Mount a grip spreader with scre~.s in each of _the crosshea<l. 
.. 
holes. The, • spreaders keep the grips apart and facflitate insertion. 
grip 
.. 
·OI the . . specimen. See Fig. 20. 
.. 9. Moun~ grip re .. tainer unde·r: .e~rch ·c.r:os·shead· u:sing connection 
. 
' b.olts. The lip· of the ·grip retainer sh·o~ld h.e at the top touching the 
.~
 
soffit of the crosshead so that the grips cannot slide below the soffit 
of the crosshead. This will prevent grips from slippi~g so far down 
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. . .. 
. fO. . Introduce the . grips fr-om the tQp of each crosshead and. ad:.. . 
. 
. just them using the· grip cranks until they move smoothly and in one.- .:~.---_ 
.-·'- . 
level. Mount a·-grip retainer a~ the top of the up.per crosshead a:s in . 
I • 
· Fig. 20. The· lip should again be at· the· top to permit i;ree ve.rtical 
~ { 
movement of the grips but prevent their popping out at fracture. 
.. 3-.4 INSTALLING TH-E SPECIMEN 
11. Introduce the specimen from· the t,t~p of the uppe~ cro·ssh·ea·d 
. , af-ter verifying th·e correct positions of the top and bottom· ende as, 
.. 
well as the front and rear faces. Lower: the specim~n until the lower 
end passes snugly between the grips In the· lower crosshead. Introduce 
liners. from the .top of the upper cros.s.head. Provide the~---l-iners in 
pairs and in such numbers and thic.kries~ that the grips: w.hen locked 
recess at least 1/2. in.· fr-om·: the· sof{it ,of ihe uppe·r cr.·os-shead. S-ee 
Fig. 21. This minimum dis.:t:·ance· ensures that the grips .arid the. cros:s~ 
h:e-ad· :d·o not g.et ove:.rstre.sse.cl. l~ the grips are rece~:se:d mol:'e., -the: 
-~ 
. . 
• .cle::ar::~1nce· .for·· mo~ntin_g the instruments or the grip le.p.gth of· the· 
specimen will l>e. reduced. Make sure that the arms :o'f the line·rs :~ft 
•.' .. : .. 
firmly on t.he top of the upper cr-o·s-sbe.~d.· 
/ 
12. Adjust the spe c.ime.n ·ver,t:tcal ly s·o· that ·the leve 1 of the· 
-
·top of the specimen ls· flt.fsh ·wtit:h the level of t.he. :gripping surfac~,. 
11 
See Fig. :21. 
13. Center the sp~cimen visually with respect to the grips 
~ 
. 
and lock the. specimen 4.t the _top by lightly tapping the grip crank hanclle: 
with the lead hammer. Always use the· lead hammer for this to reduce 
shock on the pinion and the grip crank . 
. •-·..-,•~., _,..,.~,->,_-\·--. - .. .,.-.....,._,..~~___...,_._...r.,.---...-.- ,..--,--~-.. -~ __. ,--~·---~--~-~• ----~~-- ·-- ·• 
--, -, ' 
-.,,, -~-, 
~ •.···- ·, ·.· 
. ' ,, ·,, -.,, '.' 
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.. 14. ·. Stand at some 4istance -from the machine and check· the· ver-. · 
----~- - --------
------- - -
.ticality of the specimen with· distant vertical objects like· colulllllS. 
If the specimen requires a little adjustment, tap the bottom end .. · 
-




. t. po·s1. ion~ 
15. Introduce· fro~. the top, into the lower crosshead; the 
same member and thickness of liners as -used in the upper crosshead • 
. The grips when locked must now r~cessabout .1/2" be low the top of the. 
"' lower cross-head. Adjust the level of the lower crosshead so that 
the bottom end of the • specimen is flush with the bottom edge of 
~.,....,., 
. ·the ,gripp.ing surface. See Fig . 21. 
... ..,,. 
1' ·---· 
16. Check whether l-ther~ .is ·a4:equate clear.artce f·Qr· mbunt:ing the, 
autographic extensometer and the.: :~~chanical dial ga:g~ .. 
·--. - ..• i 
·. . .... 
. '
... 
17. If the c learaq.ce.s are adequate,· pro.c;e·e.d· t_o .. loc;fk. ·the. $.pe clme.rr.·-- -c--
If not, remove the liners from the top~ of the lowe:r crosshead and in:tr.o-
duce them from the bottom. Leave a gap of aboµt 1/4" between the· arms 
• 
of the liners and the b.ott·om of the lower cr_o.sshead .. Although it ~. 
I 
:is more favorable for g.:r:tpping lf the ·arms of the liners bear fi~~ly ., 
. 
on the bot tom of the lower cr.osshe.ad·.,: it is a-dvisab le to le-ave 'this 
clearance t:o prevent J~mming of the ~pe:cimen at high loads. This con-
stitutes serious proble.m when the .Specimen does not fractui;e. It 
... - . . · later on, the specimen slips excessively, provide wooden packing :in; 
.• 
the gap between the "ar~~ ___ of the liners· and t.h·e soffit of: the ·bott:om -~, 
crosshead. The arms of the .. lin~rs will thu·s ·seat more effectively on 
the cros·shead·and will be more effective.-in p~eventing. slippi'ng. In-
case of januning, the wooden packing can be easily removed and the liners 
• 
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-reduce the. gripping length· by the same amount -.at the top .and at the 
. . 
bottom.· Obtain the maximum gripp'ing length consistent with a proper 




~ "' . 
. ~ . 
-
_Whenever. the lower crosshead has to"be ·moved· for these adjust:~ 
rnents, take care to release the ·1ower end of· the specimen. Tnis will 
eiiminate the aanger of st·r·essing the specimen as also the danger of 
damaging the machine when the lower crosshead is moved up. 
' 
· 19. Lock the specimen firmly by hitting th~ ·g:r;ip cranks a few 
·times with the lead h-ammer. Loc,k ·.the e:op f.irst :unless the liners in 
· the bot totri · cros.shead are introduced from th·e bottom, in which cas.e, 
,, 
.. 
lock the bot·t·om e:nd of the specimen first. This is to prevent the 
liners of the bottom crosshead ~!o~--~-~'t_ling --~_9wn from the .~:ho.ck· of ·~ 
-------
hitting the upper grip crank . 
. 3 . 5 CLEARING THE WEIGHING: TABLE 
• 
-
. 20. Clear the ·weighing tabl:e completely and place. t·he l!ght 
,. wooden or cardboard box to receive the £:rac.tured spectm~-n: clnd. protect 
. 
the weighing table-.· Keep the .wei'ghing table clear at all ..times and 
do not place any accessoi-ie~: there bec·aus·e ·the lc,-ad -indicator will 
record this ·extra l~ad~ 
3 . 6 ZEROIN.G THE RANGES 
21. Set the range_selec:tot: .. 'knob___l:o the desired load range 
' ,· 
. and set the local pointer to ze::ro ... If you expect to use mo+e than one 
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22 • Turn and Set the control wheel firntly->but not too tigh,tly . 
to:the 'SLOW' position. Set the speed· selector to ·zero and push.the 







.. . . . . . - . . . . . . . 
3 .•. 7 GRIPPING THE SPECIMEN 
.. I .· 
23. Apply gripping pre-s.:sure· by pulling on the grip crank hand'l.e·s 
by hand and set the speed. selector to 0.5 in. ·per min. When the load 
pointer begins to· register load, keep loading to a value .corresponding 
to.ab.out 5 ksi. Be careful not to overload. the specimen. Unload, 
·( but leave a -few po.unds of load on. This ·will ensure that the spec!m¢:n.· 
is still effectively gripped., 
If. the specimen :slips, app . ly· th.~· g:rip.pin:g lo·ad: ~t. ·a· much higher 
- -. 
~. 
· speed·. Ch~nc·e:s :of overlc;>ading are now- ·increased,. :so att:e:mpt this 
., t .• 
... 
\ 
·only a·fter some· experience on tension testing. How~ve:r, .g:ripping II'· :.· 
is more 1 ike ly . to be .a- pt;'·9bJe·m wi. th the harder and: higher strength 
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4.· I N S-'r RU M. E N TA TI O N ... --~ ·-·-··;-.-·---.-· .... ,. 
; 
~ ··--4.1 'THE DIAL GAGE· (1/10, 000 in.) 
1. Adjust the dial gage so t.hat when the main poi~ter ·is at zero, 
. . 
-the pointer measuring hundreds is exactly at O, 1, 2 --- etc. This is 
., to avoid ambiguities in reading the dial in inte.rmediate. positions • 
. 
-Adjust the posit~on of the plunger of the gage by rotating the screw 
·bearing on the plunger so tha~ ··c1: very small reading is obtained on the 
dial. Lock the screw in this position. Make sure that there is no I 
!1 
initial · 1ost ·motion in the gage be _pressing the plunge:~ and observ1n_g 
the movement of the main pointer on tl)e dial. 
I 




using· two shock cord:s on.e at tne ·top and. one at tre bottom. · Tie the 







Adjust the c:or_q· .-tens·ioq :so- that it .-t'$ e.ve:r1 on both sides. Make 
-sure that the conic·a1 -p·o:tnt.s _engage the puh-c~m~rks effect-ive ly. Aline 
tltE!.· plane -o·f the dial gage para 1 le 1 to the face of the specimep. 
4. 2 THE AUTOGRAPHIC EXTENSOMETE R 
3. Set the knf fe e·dge end to the lo~g a-t[(l ·.sel:t.ir-ig .,, 
.. 
. . 
· 4 .·- Plug in the autographic extensome·t_e·r. and switch· on the stand:·by· 
-
switch to roll back the recorder drum to zero position . .--
5. Set the magnifi~ation kn·ob to A~ Band C in succession. If 
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'. ·'· '··.·.:three positions, it is an- in4ication that the extensometer_and the 
J 
l " • ' '·; ' . . . '' 
·. recorder are properly set. If nqt_, a small adjustment in. the posi:tion; 
o·f .the coil on the extensometer· may be necess~ry. Always keep, the 
. •.. -. 
pin on the drum clear of . the stop pin using the recorder reset. This 
will ensure that there is no initial lost :motion of the knife-edge of 
,,. the estensometer. If it is found that the pin on the drum cannot be 
ke·pt clear of the stop pin even with the recorder reset, ad,just the" 
position of the Atcotran differential transformer on the extensometer 
just anough to obtain a small clearance. 
6. Shut off the standby switch tinder ,the recorde:r. 
7. Attach the autographic extensometer to the rear face ·o_f: 
· the specimen by two shock cord"S, one at the top and one at the bottom,. 
These chock cords should not pass over tre mechanica\ dial gage, because, 
.. this will make proper positioning of both ins·.truments difficult-. 
Adjust the cord tension so that it is even on both sides. Make 
sure that the. c-onical point engages the top punch mai;k firmly. Make 
• 
. sure that. the knife -e·dge of the extensometer bears fully on the s.pecimen. 
This c.an be done by adjustin,g the cord tension on both sides of each 
cord .• 
' 
s:. Switch on.· the power and s:tandby switches unde·r the; r~corder. 
9. Carefully, lift the knife edge off the • specimen and _place 
it back. 
. ' .. 
-
10. . Rotate the load re c-ord~ing rod,- disengag~ it from the gears 
. . . behind the load 'dial, push it to the zero posi.tion and t~rn it to the 
desired range - half range or full range; ·took. behind the load dial· and 
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. ll. Cle.an the pen, fill it· w'ith- ink and check for prope·r flow.". j ...... 
Mount the pen. in the penholder but keep· it cle.ar of ·the· drum. Set to· 
. ' ura·gnifica tion A. ~ This gives a ·magnifica·t:Lon factor of 400 s;o_ that w·ith 
8" gage·,' one division o.f O. 1 
a strain of 0.00025 in./in • 




12. Wrap a recorder· shut of approp·riate load range ·on. the drum 
and fix it by slipping the metal paper clip over the edges of the drum • 
Set to zero using the resetting knob • 
... drum is clear. of the stop .. pin ... 
Make 1Sure that t\1~ ·pit1 on the 
··~ --
13. Mount the ·timing 4.¢v1.ce and :se:t it. t.o five s~~9nd.s :but d·o 
not switch on the power~'. :Che ck :the_: p'e·n of .~~-e: t:1¢:ing. de,vice:: Jor proper 
flow • 
14;·~ R.e:cord the· .·inf.tia.·i :t·e):i-:din·g· of the mechanical dial gage. 
·•. 
• 
. -· --·- --· ----·-· ··-
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.".5 .1 CROSSHEAD SPEED 
•• . 1. Set the max.imum polnter to touch the load pointer on· the-











·'·, ·, ' . 
.. \ 
load -dial. 
2. Push the 'STOP' knob and then the 'LOWER' knob. :·Set· the speed 
. . ... . 
... 





is strai~~d well into strain-hardening. 
In order -to s tud·y the behavior of: th·e :matet·ial :unde:r a-tatic. load~ 
~pe.cimens should be: ·te·sted at zero strain ·.r~te .. This is ·not practical 
. . ., 
and the next be St thing would be to test· at a uniform lo~ £train rate t. 12 
E.ven this ls ri.ot :easy and most -~.crew-power type· machines including the 
120 kip Tinius· Olsen are built to maintain uniform crossh.ea,d Speeds. 
ASTM A370 s·p~:clfles a maximum crosshead: sp¢~d :of. 0:.5-- in. per. 
min. for eight inch gage •10 I However, to r.ed·uce the· effe·c.t: of strain 
• 
rate on the behavior of the material, it is des{rabie to:reduce the 
crosshead speed. The recommended speed ·of O. 02-5 in .. : :per m-inute is ·th¢ . 
'). 
minimum indicated speed on .. the speed selector and is als:o. ·the low.est. 
- - - - - . - - - - - ·-- - - -
-~- ------ -· - -- ---· --~ 
speed a.t which the machine works smoothly at all load~ . 
-.'.· 5.2 OBSERVATIONS 
3~ Record the following: 
-(a) Dial gage i:ea~ings after a fixed i"nterval ·of load. Choo:s:e 
the interval so that 15 to 25 intervals give the yield ·loed. 
Always tap the dial gage gently a.couple of time~ before taking 
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·.·:.(b) · All slips together with the corresponding loads as indicated · · ··· 
,· . 
I • i •· by the maximum pointer. Set the maximum pointer back to touch 




· the load. pointer immediately after the load is recorded. 
. ·--------'·--=-·,_ 








(d) After the yield, .z:ecord the load for every 0.005 ·in. of 
e·longation • 
(e·) Set ·the maximum po:inter back to· ·touch the ·1o;ad'. p·oirtter and 
ju.st before th.e st·rain attains a va.lue o-f. 0.005 ·which-. corresponds 
- to 2 in. on the strain axis of the: recorder sheet, reduce the speed 
gradual~y until the machine stalls. Do not turn back the speed 
selector any more than is just necessary to stall the machine. 
Record ~he dynamic yfe ld load as i_ndicated by the maximum pointer. 
This practice o.f st·aillng the motor is strongly recommen'ded 
•.I, 
in.preference ·to·pushlng .fhe--''STOP' button or setting the speed 
. 
selector to zero for two reas·ons: (i) It eliminates the 'backing 
up' of the mo tot and (ii) :it averts the danger of pushing· ·a wrqng 
button. 
Observe the load d,ia;t, .re:~din.g five minutes after stalling 
the machine. Record this ·as the st·atic yield load. Also record 
the mechanical dial gage re·ading. . ... ., .. 
(£) Start the machine again setting: the speed selector ac 0.02'5 
in./min. Read and record the dial gage and load everytime the· 
/ 
dial gage pointer is at O ·or 50 on the dial. Stall the ~achine 
again at a strain of 0.0125 which corr-esponds to 5 in. on -the 
strain axis of the recorder sheet. Re,co,r~ the maximum pointer 
load. 
lt is necessary to stop the first run in this "f}7.ay· in· orde.r 
to obtain the _important ini:tl·al portion ·of the str'ain-harde.nin·g 
range- of the curve in one run. If the first run is allowed to run 
'b 
for its· full length and if the str~in-hardening strain is large, 
the machine w_ill have to_ be .stopP-ed soon after the onset of strain-
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' . ' . ,·· ' 
. .,, . ,,, 
•·: - ' 
· in th·e . s.train-harderiing range·. . Howeve~ ,. if strain-hardening is 
found to commence a-t a· strain of less than 0,<.0125, the run must 
be continue.d until the st:ra.in of 0.025 or 10" on ·the strain axfs 
is reached. ·';.. " -· 
,< 
-
(g) . Lift ,the. pen off the specimen and push the pen ass·embly 
. . . 
out towards the end . knob of ·the load recording rod. _ This will · 
keep the· trace. of the se.cond .:run distinct from the first. Lift 
the knife edge of th_e autographic extensom.e ter off the specimen 
and allow the drum to rotate back. Set the pen back on paper and 
record the correspond.ing load. from the loaq_ pointe.r and the 
dial gage reading. 
Every time that the_ pen is requi_r,ed to be lifted· up or set 
down, turn the end knob of the load recording rod in the ·direc-
tion of the selected range, so that the gear are firmly engaged 
before rotating the penholder clamp. This will guard against 
the gears disengaging while the penholder- is being· rotated.· 
(h) Set the speed selector at 0.025 J.pmand switch on the 
power for the timing device: ... 
(i)' Continue to record t'he cfiat .gage a·nd load readings at .eve.:ty· 
0.005 in. of elongation for the. full r.tin of the drum. 
4 . As scion as the end ·of .the recorder sh~e._t i'$ a.bo.u·t. t·o be' 
reached, st.all the machine, switch off the timing de:v~·qe .. :Remove the 
. 
. 
penholder from the clamp and the recorder sheet from th¢ ~c1·rum. Dismount 
the mechanical dial gage and the autographic extensom~ite:r, .. _ 
• 
• r 




5. Record the ultimate load: as the maxiniu:m load: indicat~_,;1. ·l;)J, th·e= 
maximum pointer. 
6. As the load ~irops, ~atch ·the load pointer carefully •. -Stay 
~way from the specimen and warn passersby. Observe the load corresponding 
to the thud of fracture. Record this as the fracture l_oad. 
-~-
• 
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5··. 3 CHANGE OF RANGE . ~; ... 
7. If at any ~ t~ge · of loading,·. y~u want to change· the load range,. 




. ·beyond the .cap-acity of any range. Pr~.fer.ably, chaiige .··tne raQge when - · ·-· 
·)' 
the cro·s·shead speed is zero and record· the load in both the ranges. · Do 
not change the range when the autographic record.er output is be~ng o:b.: 
'ii 
! . 
tained. Do nqt change to. a. lower rang~ before ·making sure that the loact: 
falls within that range. 
5.4 CHECKING THE INSTRUMENTS 
. ~· 
8. · I~ a general idea is available about: the mechan·l~al. p-roper·-
ties of the specimen under test, compute the elong~t:ion fo~ the inter-
val of load for which the dial gage is read in the elas·~i-c· r·ange. Also 
the load-strain curve ill: th~ elastic range can be :c:omputed. Check these 
values against the test va.lues a.a tl:te test. :proc.e-e.ds .. ·1£'. no idea of the 
properties of 'the specimen is availab·le, :observe t-he functioning of the 
~ 
mechanical dial gage and the autographic exte.n·s_.ome-ter a_nd che.ck that 
thei"r 'readings ar.e in b.ro·ad· _agreement.· One in.cih. on the strain axis of 
the recorder is e_.qtia-1. to an elongation ·of: :0· •. 02 in. on the mechanical 
dial ·gage. Correct any malfunctioning of the instruments in the elas.t:i.c 




g-age wit~ the strains recorded by the autographic recorder. at least at 
... 
~wo points (i) At static yield load. and (ii) At the commertcemeut of the 
second run on the recorder. 
• • h 
5.5 RELIABILITY OF LOAD DIAL READINGS 
9. While taking load readings, always 'read the load dial. This 
- 'I 
will giv·e more accurate values. Use the autographic curve only for a 
• 
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. · .. _5.;6 SLIPPING OF THE SPECIMEN 
· .. ' . ~ 
.• -~ 
• - ,> 
' . ' .. 10. If at any time during the elastic raqge·, the specimen slips_ .......... · ~ 
.. 
. -.~~e··s~·ively, unload and dismount the autographic extensometer· and the 
- . 
-
- •-:::. . -
· __ .·Jnechanical dial gage ... Release the s.pe·cimen and. lo(?k ·for the· causes. 
of slip: Mill scale in grips or---spe-cimen, inadequate. tightening, etc. 
· and after setting right the· deflects, start all over again. 
5.7 WINDING UP THE TEST / 
-------------
11. Switch off the machine: unles:s ano:ther test is. immediately 
planned.· ·Remove the grips, lin~rs)' grJp: s-preaders and g'rip retainers 
and place them in the· $.t·o.rage. Leave the -working areas clean. Complete 
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1. Observe the position of the fracture with respect to the 
punch marks and record on the .diagram on data sheet. 
6.2 .FINAL GAGE LENGTH 
·2. Place the fractured pieces with the matching surfaces of 
• 
:tlie fracture close together and the front face up. Measure, up to 0 •. 01 
,in·., . using calipers the distance between the gage points and record 
· . 
. it as the final ga_ge l~ngth. 
6.3 CROSS SECTIONAL DIMENSIONS OF THE FRACTURE 
--
3. Meas·ur·e the width at fracture on both pi~ces and the thick-
-
ness at three locations on each piece as -indicated in Fig. 23. Measure 
w1, t 1, t 2 , t 3 on the_upper fractured surface and w2 , t 4 , t 5 and t 6 







. ~ ·I 
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111 ,·: ' .. ,( 






Record the width and thickness as the average of th·e :corre-s·p·ond.ip;g· . 
. measurements. 
.. 
·-~-~-····-·------·--··--···-···,.-··-·-·····-··--·-·· "-··--- ----·--· y·-----·· -
6.4 · STORAGE OF THE FRACTURED SPECIMEN 
-4. Identify arid retain the fractured:~ieces until the final 
submission cof the su~ry report on the project. Classify as scrap 
L 
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A. set of data .sheets and· a set of·. typical test results are i.n-
clude.d at the end of this c~apter • 
A suminary 6£ the quantities to be recorded from the test are 
given below. The terms are defined in the chapter on 'Nomepclature'. · 
A few of the terms are illustrated graphically in Fig. 23. 
From the specimen: 
,. 
1. Thickness and width at nine· locations, 
2. Original gage length g 
0 
· 3. Final gage length afte.r 'f-ractur:e ·g:f 
4. Width at two lo.ca.tions and thickn.e,s.s: a.:P: :~:J-~ .. l·ocations·on the·. 
fractured areas. 
From -the load d'ial.:: 
• 1.· Upper yield_ ·1oad (maximum :Poin:ter,)· . 
2. Dynamic yield load {max_imuin .Pointer): 
3. Static yield load 
4. Lo~td re.a.din-gs- -corre spond·ing to art elongation of O. 005 in. 
·on the mechanical dial gage up to the end of the second rurt. 
5. Load read~ng at th·e c·ommenceme~'t of the second run on the·· 
recorder 
6. Ultimate load (maximum pointer) 
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..... ,_ -From· the· mechanical dial gage 
. - ... 
. ··•.-. -·---:--- .... ';. -•,,:-. ' ' I ;·_ ,. 
. 




~-; 'I•--- •, . 
.•. 
--··_· . 
- 'I f& •' • 
1~ Readings correspo~ding. to a fixed incremeni: of. load- in .the· 
~la-s-t i:c ran·ge • • ; 
,-, ... :•· 
' 2. .Reading c-orte~ponding .to static yield load 
-~---
. 3 • Readin-g corre.sponding ~.o the commencement of the -second, run . 
• .on ·the· recorder. 
' .. · ','-'!' i:: ;, 
..... 
-- ··- -· .... 
. . ..•,' ,, 
..·· ·.· .·_· j 
_.. i ,•. . ' ~ 





1. Average thickness and' width. T.ake :t:hei1:: Pl"..o.dt1¢ t as· the ·aye rage 





2. Elongation =_ gf- g
0 
Percent Elong~·tion = 100 x Ele>ng.ation/g
0 
3. Reduced ~tea Af -= Average reduced thickt1~s,~ x. average reduced· 
---width. Reduction of area = A
0 
- Af and Percent Reud'.ction of area =· 
. 
100 x Reduction of area/A 
0 
'·' •, .... ~ 
From the Load Dia.I: 
• 
1 .. Upper yield stress cr t :== Upp·er y:ielcl. load/A uy o -~· 
2. Dynamic yield stress cryd = Dynamic yield load h\,: 
3. Static yield stress o .. = ·Static yield load/A. 
. ys o ,: 
4. Ultimate strength a. = Ul-timate load/A 
· . U 0 
5 . Fracture stre,ss (j_ = Fracture~. load/A . . - . f ... · . . . . . -- 0 
From the load d,ta:1. and. the 1nechanical ... 'd la 1 gage re ad ings: 
1·. Construct a stress-strain curve in the strain-hardenin.g 
-
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- ~2. Strairi corresponding to_ static yie fci load and the commence.;.. 
·ment of the second run on the recorder 





' - . 
' . 
1. 
·see Fig. 1 . 
2. 




e8 t- , E.8· tl (see Fig. 8), E 2, E 3 ( ) • . - st st a For computing E · st3(a)' 
modify e
8
t to a value obtained by the intersection of the stress-·s·train 
curve of.the yield- stress level in the plateau and the tangent -to the -
curve ··in the strain-hardening range. This tangent is drawn as the 
average value in an increment of 0.002 in./in. after the .apparent onset~ 
f · h d · 8 o strain- ar ening. 
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. TENSION TEST _ · - 1' .•. J"' ~ ·, _ __!:• 
. ·<: '~ 
' -· ~ -~ 
. -.~- ·, .. . ' 
• . ' 
· .Dat·e: ' • • . . ,!'· - . -. 
Temperature : _____ .....,.__,, ......... ____ '--"!" _____ _ , .... I 
-
.. Tested by: ' 
Proje'ct · 
Spe~. No. 




















· .. -. •,••·•,· .. 
. (average)_ ·(ave-r_ct'ge)· 
Any Yield Line..,_? 
Gage Length: • 1n. 
. . . ... 
Final Gage Length: in. 
• (Average Area): sg .. in. 
- ·.·· 
Indicate Fracture on :Slcetch. 
.. . 
' . Measureme.nts on Fracture .su·rf·ace. 
·--
•' '• 
w~ - w2 -
tl - t- - t : .. = 2 3 
t - ts - t -= --~·4 6 
-
. 














Upper Yield Load 
_ Location of Specimen 
ln cross section 
(K'ips) 
Dynamic Yield Loa~ -__;.;.;, ________ _ 
(e = 0.005) 
Static Yield Load 
(e = 0.005) 
Ultimate Load 
Fracture Load 
RESULTS: (Attach load e_longation curve 
and supporting calculations) 
Proportional Limit 
(~e ·= 0.0001) 
ksi 
Upper Yield Stress ksi 
Dynamic Y ie 1 d St re s s _____ ~;.;....;;....;;..;..;;.;_,;.;. ___ f._s _i 
(e = 0.005) 
Static Yield· Stress. " ksj. 




Strain at Strain 
Hardening: -Auto: 












· Dia 1: E 
st2 
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'.. - . CAL c-u·L AT I O;N··s 
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··Original.Area ~- .. 
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STRAINS ELONGATION (in.). 
Strain at Strain .Harderting 
- ·-"' Percentage Elongation; 
.,. FINAL A-REA 
(sq.in.) 
Percentag~ Reduct-ion of Ar.ea ·-----
--
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STRAIN 
. -, ,• .-.. . ·- . 
RECUCTION BY 
PERCENTAGE 
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-DIAL GAGE DATA 
1. 
Extension. 
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TENSION T&ST: . 




. ·-,--~~--- .. ----' .------ . 
• .. t • 
, __ •••• •l 
. . 
. ···' 
. ~ . . ' . 
. . t ·• 
._ c ..... : • ..... ' . .. . . ... : ., .... -' ' __ .! _._ ·-.'"" ,, -·-- ' ,, : ... ~· \ ' . 
. 
' . 
. , . . ·- .. : .... ~, :-·~ - . . 
· · .' ~ · ·· __ '..·Date: 
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. . '" 







... : . 
. ... ~ ' 
, I .' • . 
·. Temperature : . Room ; ' .-_.Spec • No. _4;..;· • ...;;..1..;.4 ..;..;;• 5;..;.;W;._· -----
sh ·10 r54 d. • f .. ·d·. ·b·· s·· 318·" \ . ape .. · -. N • mo 1 1.e' , . = . . , 
-------------
. · Tested by: · _s.· Desai & s·.·Iyengar· .. 
•:I' 
.\ I 





· · Machine used: Tinius-Olsen 120 k . . . 
· Gages used:· Mounted Dial Gage, Autogra·phic Record~r ~ 
. -·----x:;) ··Scales: 
· · (Automa.tic 
.·· Recorder) 
. 
. 1 Small Div.= 500 lbs. (Load Axis)_.--. 
1 Small Div~=· 0.00025 _in./.in.(strai~:-a:Xis_) .. 
-
. 
. ,, -~:' .. :_··.. . . 
2 in .. 
.-
Long Arm, ·Magnification. A · .-·., ... , · 







































· 1. 501 
(average) 
Loads 
Upper Yield Load , 
Dynamic Yield Load 
(e = 0.005) 
Static Yield Load 
.(e = 0.005) 
. Ultimate Load 
-Fracture Load 
(Kips) 





. RESULTS: (Attach load e longat·ion curve 




Proportional Limit 53.50 ksi 
., ~ i> (ie = O. 0001) 
05JJ., \ Upper ~ie ld S tre-ss 
--- ksi 
Dynamic Yield Stress · 
----i--------ksi ( e = 0.005) , 
Static Yield Stress. . · . 57 .o ksi ( e =· 0_~_005) ----------~-""""'··· ----
.... 






Strain at Strain 
80.6 ksi· · 
Gage Length: in. 
I 
• 1n. · Fina 1 ·Gage Length: 9 .i-8 
--------
sq. irt. (Average Area): ··· 0.570 
--------
-. 
Indicate Fracture on Sketch. . 
-
Measurements on Fracture ·surf·ac_e 
1. i40 , ·w - 1.144 w = --,· 1 2· 
' 
·t - 0.282 t2 - 0.253 t3 = -0.292 1 
·t - 0.288 ts = 0.262 t 6 -= o·.300 . 4 
Reduced Area: 1.142in. X 0.279in. 







.. " . 
• 
' . · .. 
. 
... 
Hardefiing: Auto: ~ 
• 
· Dial: . 
Percent Elongation · 
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8;01 in. 
. . STRAINS ELONGATION (in.) 
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Percentage Elongation· 9 .• 78-8. 01 
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~· .. 
. s~t . Dial : 0 ~ 01365· . · 
. . 
·Auto: ,3·.8 divns· = 0.0-1-34.5 ~ 
' ., 
. . - - ,. 
-: 
,C .: . • ''!' 
~ ' . . ·: ' ' .. 
' 
___ J 





~{:··-ae-rative·· virtue$ ~(29, ·· .. 18000). ~-~nd-(74,··,c45()QQ) ,_ ~~-- ---------··-·--• .1 ..... _ ..... .._ ........ ,. • .:,, .•. -.. ' 
27 1 · 
· · · E - = · x ·= 4 ·210 ks i t, 
· St 45 X 0.00025 .. - 0.57 .. 
. . 
Load ate. + 0.010 = 37,300 lbs. st · . . 
. ': 




t 3 (l): Rel. value (41, 31500) and (78, .3·6''5_00) 
- S. O x l · =- 950 ks-i-· · 
. E~t3(1) - 37 (0.00025) - · 0 •. 57 -· · · 
Dial: E8 t 2 : est= 0.01365; 
Loads. 
est + Q. 0'03: ~ _O .:01.66·5:;: ·e:
8
t +· 0 .•. ()l.O = 0. 02365 
-·-
- · 50 . . - · 
~4:.7-5 +· 0~·25 :6_2::.:.5, ::::. 34 .• _:95·; 37.3 
·:; E . = 2 •35 . = :5:a9 ksf 
S t2 0 . 07 X 5·7 
Est3(2) Load at e
6
t + 0.-005 = 35.JO 
E-
'St3(2) 
35.70 - 32.50 
0.57 X 0.005 
·"' 
= 0.64(1000) = 1122 ksi 
0.57 
'' 
NOTES: The specin1en :d::i.d ·not exhibit upper yie.ld ·point·.: A small .slip_ o·ccurred 




at a load of 42-. 90 k (a.fter· the second run o_n P.ap~t.) . -At the -end of -t-h€--se-eond ------·---·~···-· .. ·-···- - - < . 
' 
·.run o~_paper, Speed·was fncrease·d to 0.050 ipr::_ Afte_r .the ultimate load,(wheni. 
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A ·brief summary of the ~-various ste-ps involved is.-now given. 
Since the te··nsion· tes.t is best condu·cte'd by. a- group of- two--w--0rkers., 
.. . " 
the: recommended subdivision of the work between the two, d.esignated A I-
. . 
and Bis also indicated 
• 
A -, B 
.... 
8.1 EgUIPMENT REQUIRED 





PREPARING THE SPECIMEN 
Clean and grind the specimen. See Fig. 19· 
Make scribe lines and pu·nch marks. See 'Fig. 1-9 





Record the measurenien.t:~ .. 
taken by A . 
Look for yield lines and:· 
record. 
8 .3 PREPARING THE MACHlNE 
6 ·- . Clean the crosshead holes, 
.gtips and griplineis. Wax 
the gripliners and the 
grips. Install the grip 
spreaders and the grip 
retainers. See Fig. 20. 
Install the specimen and 
the gripliners. Adjust 
the total thickness of 
gripliners, posttio~ of 
specimen and· lower cr_oss-
head to obtain conditions 
shown in Fig. 21. Aline 




Check the working of the 
machine. Bring the cross-
heads into a convenient 
working position. 
.Install th~ grips. 
Manipulate the grip 
crank to ·hol·d and re lease 
the specimen while A 
adjusts to the position 
shown in Fig.-21. Check 
the position and aline-
ment of the specimen.· 
Check the position of 
grips. Check the clear-
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8.4 MOUNTING THE MECHANICAL.DIAL GAGE 
10 .. 
; . ·:- ·-~:··, 
. . 
11 .• 
Tie the shock cords. 
Equalize the.cord 
tension and aline the 
gage parallel to the 
specimen 
\ 





Check that the knife edge 
has long arm setting. 
Plug in the, extensometer . 
r~ .-
Tie the shock cords·. Ad-just cord tension to secur·e 
full bearing of the ~rtife. 
_edge on the specimen. 
~ .. · 
\ _ 15. Lift the ~nife edge off 






_ lock the specimen. · Zer·o 
the desired load range.· 
Run the machine to 
grip the specimen. 
• 
· Unload. 
,, •••• ~ .. H. ,·-. 
. •. 0 • 
- . Hold £he mechanical 
dial gage _in position 
on the frorit face o·f. 
the specimen. 
.. Check that the conical 
points engage the punch 
marks satisfactorily. 
Check the alinement of 
the gage. 
Switch on the power 
and standby switches. 
Check the zero error 
and the working of the 
recorder reset. Switch 
off the standby switch. 
Hold the extensometer 
in position on the rear 
face of the specimen. 
Check tha.t ·the. top 
conical ppirit engages 
the punch mark satis-
factorily. Check that 
the knife edge bears 
fully on the specimen 
Switch on the standb·y 
switch. 
• Zero the load recording 
.. - -
rod and set .. to the desired 
range. Set the magnifica-
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Mount the ti:min·g·. dl?vice\ 
· Che-ck the .. pen,. for p.i;opep .:~"------ --·- · 
flow. 
Fix and ·zero the·. re~ . -~-- · ..... -~---~ ... --.-~: .. :: ..... s·-··-·····-·· 
corder she·e:'t. ··--• ......... -----. .-• 
- ...... ~.- _,.~.._..._... ......... .._...._...--.~----- ·•--~--·-···"··--·-................... --- ..... ' 
. ' . 






I . - ., 
~ 
Ch·eck the po·sit_ion of the 
. load rec~r.ding rod _behind 
the load dial. 
•. r: 
8.6 .iRU.NNING THE MACHINE AND RECORDING 
.... 
1·9. Read and record the initial 






List the values o·f loads. 
a.t which reading$ are. t:o 
be taken in the ela·s:~:i¢-
range. 
Read and record the .dial 
gage reading against t·he. · 
corresponding load ~h~ri 
B calls 'Read' 
Read every slip and the 
minimum reading after 
every slip. Re·cord 
loads read by B. 
• 
-.. - -. 
Mount t·he pen assembly 
and check the· pen· for 
proper flow. · 
Run the machine at a 
crosshead speed of 
0.025 ipm. 
Call 'Read' as soon a.s 
a value listed in step 
21 is reached . 
• 
At every slip, read the 
load from the maximum 
pointer and the minimum 
load after slip. 
24. Check approximately the agreement between the meC:haitical dial 
··gage and the. autographic extensome ter. 
26. 











·.:'· i •. 
Read the upper yield load 
from the m~ximum poi~ter. 
Set.back the maximum 
pointer to toucb the 
load pointer . 
Just -befor·e the strain is 
about to reach 2 in. on 
the strain axis of the 
graph, stall the machine. 
.. .. 
__ , __ , -- ..... 
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·3··2· . " 
·. . . . ... 
. 3~1 .. 
34·., 
· . Record the dy~amic yield 
J! ·· load and the ---static yield . 
lo~d. Read and record 
the· dial gage reading 
corresponding to the static 
yield load. Check that 
· the elongation on the dial 
gage is about 0.04 in. 
_Call- 'Read' ·everytime the 
dial gage reaches a value 
listed in step 28. 
Read the dial gage .at each ·· 
slip and read the· minimum, 
value after e.ach sl.ip. 
tift the knife edge· of£ the 
·specimen for a few seconds_ 
to allow the drum to: .ro.ll 
back completely. 
Read the_ ~ial ga.ge 
Call 'Read' everytime the 
dial gage reache~ a value 
listed in step 28. -
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.. 
. . . 
Read. the_ dynamic· yield 
load from the maximum 
pointer. Wait for five 
- , 
minutes after stalling 
the machine and read 
• the static yield load . . 
List values differing 
by 50 divisions on the 
dial gage. 
Read and record the 
load against the cor-
·responding listed value 
when A calls 'Rea~.' 
( 
Read and record the 
loai at each sfip and 
the minimum load after 
each slip. ·· Also record 
the dial iage readings 
of A. 
-st-a·11 -tliemachine at 
about 5 in. on the strain 
axis. From the maximum 
pointer, read and record 
the corresponding ~oad. 
Lift the pen off the 
recorder she~_. 
"-Push the pen-: ass~emb'ly· 
o~t · on t~e load re·cord·-
:i.ng rod. Set the pen· 
back on paper. 
Read and record the load •. 
Re cord the d ia 1. gage , ._ 
readings of A. Run 
the machine again at 
a crosshead ~peed of 
0.025 ipm. 
Read and record the load 
~gainst the corre~ponding 
ltsted value when A calls 
'Read'· 
;J. -
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,L, 35 ~. • . 
. Near the end of the second Switch off the standby 
·run, take off the dial gage. . · · __ _sw-i-tcili~ Lift the pen · 




·Take off the autographic extensome ter. 
. 
37. Read and record the ultimate load. 
38-. Read and record the fracture load. 




Observe and sketch the 
position of the frac-
ture on the data·sheet. 
40. ' l 
41. 
· Match the fractured sur-
faces closely and measure 
.gf. 
Measure w1 , w2 , t 1 , t 2 , 





Record gf . 
Record the value·~·., 
measured by A 








.. . Compute average t}:iickness, average wl4th: .and -A
0
:-




From,!1mechanical dial gage readings·:,, compute e8 t, Est2 and ·EstJ(b). 





Compute Af and Percent Reductio:n ·of:. Area. ( 
Compute Perce.nt Elonga_tion .• 
_;/ 
,·1 ;; 
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PROPERT-IES OF 65 ksi STEEt· . " 
' ··- -· .. - -
!.,, 
Phase c;-- -, 
· 1.. Mechanical Properties 
(Fritz Lab) 
• 
2. ~echanical Properties_ 
(Produce rs) 
,., 
3 .. .. 
·.• .. 
• 
4. Stub Column Tests 
. 5. Beam tests 
6. Beam Column 
-7. Residual Stresses 
..... 
~ .. ~ -.... : __ : 
Determine Est'· e6 t, as 
well as a , E, a, v, %· y u 
elongation, for variety 
of shapes and plates • 
Collect such prelimi-
nary information as is 
available 'is producers' 
research labs on 
properties listed in 
Phase- 1. 
Find statistical var-
iation in cr and suth y 
other properties as are 
reported in the mill 
test sheet. 
Check local buckling to 
verify theory (observe 
proportional limit) 
observe average yield 
stress . 
Check local buckling 
provision, check lateral 
bracing spacing pro-
vision, check shear rule 
Check Column pr·ovisions 
of theory 
Needed for beam column 
theory (check ~tub col-
·"umn test , loca 1 and 
lateral buckling in ASD) 
.· ........ ,,~ 
Tests 
· Coupon type tests 
Flange and web, 
Shapes and Plates 
thick and thin. 
(Include a few 
simulated mill 
tests) V65 and 
Exten 65. A few 
.. 
. compression test 
:·, 
; - None (Producers 
. supply typical 




Mill reports f6r 




2 te s ts ( one 
heavy, one light) 




1 test (Some 
material as one 
of Phas.e 4· tests) 
Several sets 
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* Only when speci_fied by customer 
** 0.13 to· 0.33 for shapes over 426_ lb:/ft. and plattrs over 1 -1/2 in. -thick-.. 
. ··., 
These are· broad require-men ts only.. AS-1."Z also details the alloying 








(1) Columbium: 0.004 to 0.06% • 
.• 
(2) Vanadium: 0.005 to 0.11% 
(3) Columbium (0.05% max) +· Vanadiun1>1 ·= O:.Ol to ·0.-11% . 
(4) Nitrogen (with Vanadium) = 0.0t5% max. '.~i:Il.iljlµxµ r~ti.o· -of 
Vanadium to Nitrogen; 4:1_ 
Tensile· ··Requirements and Maximum Product Thickness 
Minimum. -Mtn-tmum 
a, ksi a, ksi y u .. 
3"6 58 
.. . . 
50 70 
46 67 





(8 in. gage) 
20 
.18 
Max. Thickness or Size 
.. ' 




up to 3/4" 
19 
16 
over 3/4" to 1/2" lncl. 
over 1 1/2"to 4'' incl. 
Group 1 & 2 
Group 3 
Group 4 & 5 
A572 42 60 20 4 . 
1 1/2 



















up to 426 lb/ft . 
incl. 
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2-from web of 16\f71 · 
2-from flange of 16\f71 
2-from web of 16\,f88 
2-from · flange of 16\d88 
3-from· 1/2" plate 
4-from 3/8" plate 
4-from 1/4" plate 
. 
,2-from web and 
2-from flange of l0i3·9: 
2-from web and ·· 
1-from flange of 12~36 
2-from web -and 
~ from f la Ilg~., -of 16\f-3.·6 
2-from web"'and 
2-from flange of 14\f:30. 
2-from web of 16B26 
2-from flange of 16B26 
2-from web and 
4-from flange of 10/f54 
stub columns 
2- from web. and 
2-from flange of 12B19 . · 
2-from web and 
2-f~om flange of end of 
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· Material · Tes.t.No. · · . . Section inxin. S~ap~- Condition,. 
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·o·. 52 lxl. 501 
0.404xl .493 
0.403xl .494 
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. J; a,. .· 
. ' . I 
. . . 
' .,• ,. C ••• ' • -
( . . ' -
". . 
,·-~ ·· .. ·,..,.., .. ,'.··" •, ..... ,,. ~··~-·,'· ... ' . . .... .. .... ,, .... ,,-. 
. - . . . . . - . . . . - ., . . - . . >· I 





. . . . - . . . . I 
_. ., . TABLE--~\5:,· OBSER~_~ ___ S.TRESS -(ALL -V:ALUES IN ksi) -- -----~---.-----:--. ~-~-. --.. --~-----·: ·1 
---=-~~----- ---------- ~--------- -- - - •.. --------~--~:- -·. -. . 
- . . . . .. .. . ' ·. ·_ .. · 1 
,. . 
.. 
. . Tes..t. · ·_ Prop.ortional Upper Dynamic Static · -- ~, · · · M&te\:cial. · Na.-r -- Limit , Yield Yield Yield Ultimate F:i:ac.;tu:.ce ·: .. ;~ 
ap a a d. crys a ·a£·· uy . ·y u 
.... _ 
-A 1.1.lW 47.7 64-.4 62~1 .60·. 7. 86.S· 67.4 ' 
" 1.l.2W 57.1 -- 63;9 61.3 87.4 79.3 
" . 4.13 .1w 30.8 66.0 64.8 62.6 88.0 67.2 ". 4.13.2W 48.2 64.6 64.3 61.0 
-85.6 65. 7 · 
" 1.l.3F · 61.4 10.s· 67.3 65.0· 
* --" 1.1.4F 35.6 64.6 64.8 63 .1 
* --" 4.13.3F 46.4 
--
64.2 6.~.2 89.6 6·8.6 
" 4.13.4F 53.8 69.2 65.9 63.7 
* --
• B 1. 7. lP 63.5 65.7 63.6 62 .8 87 .o 67~. 9 ti 1. 7 .2P 63.1 63.9 62.5 60.5 86.2 ... , 66.2 
" 1. 7 .3P 38.4 66.4 63.·o 60.9 87.0 62.6 
II 1·. 9·. lP 64.1 65.6 62.7 60.7 86.7 67 .6· II l.9.2P 65.6 66.5 62.8 60.2 85.0 66.B 
" 1. 9.3P 67.3 67.3 64 .1 61.6 87.2 68.2. 
" 1. 9 .4P 58.0 67.5 63.9 62 .1 86 .3 67.0 
.II 1.11.lP 67.5 69.3 66.9 63 .·9 86.4 69.9 . . . 
----'' 1.11.2P 66.6 71.3 66.6 . 62-, • .7 ···-87. 5 - 71.3 
" 1.11.3P 68.8 71.6 . 68·.5:: 65:_.6 . 87.7 70.8 
" 1. ll.4P 72.0 72.0 68.2 6·3·.-6 82 .o 70.2 
B 1.2.lW 61._9 64.0 61. 9 59·.·() 82.6 64.6 II 1.2 .4W 53.0 63.7 6i .• 1 ~:o::.4 83.6 66.7 II 1.3. lW 6.8.3 68.4 65.3 63,._4· 86.5 71.5 
" 1.3.2W 67.9 67.9 65.7 63.6 86.4 70.6 
II - 1.4. lW 66 .4- 68 .• 1 ~5.5 .6_.3:.6 86.5 68.1 II 1.4 .3W 62.4 .·65:'.0 :65-.2· :6·2.~ 84. 7 ·-71.2 
II 1.5.lW 69-.3.· 10.6: 67.9·' 65 •. 0 86.4 71.5 ::..-
" l.5.2W 55_:2 ;66.--4·. 6·5.'7 60.3 83.3 68.4 ,. ,. 
~· 
II 1.6.lW 58.9 _,,_ 63.5 60.5 83. 9 65.2 '} t 
" 








1 ~~( ________ ._ ____ ~, 
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· :! · · 0• • , • . - • TABLE 4: . TEST SPECIMENS ' ll'-
... ~ . ·- .- ·• ....• . . .- . . . . 
- ·,·; .. ,·,: " ..... ' 
· Material·. 
. . . Tes,t.No. . Section inxin. . Shape 
.. , 
... ,t ... , ..... .:- ----- .. 
~ ......... ,-.~---.... ~ .... ,-- .. : .. ;• .. -~ - ~-. _,. -
-- ,• . _ ..... , ... -.-- . :~ ... ,.. -···· .. -.. --,- .. --.··. -- .. ' -- .. 
• ., •• ' ..,,~, ...... ,, ....... --- ~--+ ,, --
-- A .. 
. • ... II 
.• 
k 
. ., -- " 






.. ·~ . 
II 






























































·4 .13. lW 
4.13 .2W 
1.l.3F 
l .1.4F . 



















··~·-- - ·-- .. - -··--···-·-· 
1. 5. lW 
l.5.2W 
1.6.lW 




















4 .14. lF' 
tl1 , " 4 .14 .3F 
4.14.4F 
. 4.14~6F 
f , ,, r, 
.. ·-,a.·•:. - 5.15.3F "· 
·.'· . 5.15.4F 
" 5.15.7F 
. .. , ..•..• .___,_ .·,,-¥ 
_5 _ 1 'l _ 8F · 






. 0.820xl .591 
0.809xl.595 




0 .404xl .493 
0.403xl .494 






.·o .340xl .501 
0 .339xl. 501 
0 .338xl. 500 








0 •. 380xl .501 
0.257xl.510 
0.259xl.501 







. 0.3·90xl .500 
0.383xl.503 
.. 0 .35 9xl .500 
0,.371xl.500 
0.641xl.499 
0. 628xl .500 
0.61lxl.500 
0.637xl.503 
0. 368xl. 502 
0.367xl.495 
o.37lxl.506 




























































' ··.·· ..... 
,·, 
•' . ·. 
Condition· 
. . l'j .. 
of Specimen 
.. .. '. ' 
. ' ,' '. .. : . ~-::· Clean 
. . 



















































.............. ~ . 
Yield lines 








.. ' ' 1: ' . 
'·., •. , .. •' .. 
• -, l '.. • • 
i·,:. ,-, 
.. '. •, 
'·,. ~ r -~·~ ·"i- '. ,' -.•. . ' 
. . .. . ,r . ... ' ' . . . .. : I•-.;.·.-::-· • ~ , , i. .,,'.' I '. ~ . ; .. " . . ' ' . 
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TABLE 5: OBSERVED STRESS (ALL VALUES IN ksi) · 





















. -,, ' ' 
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4.13 .• 3F 
4.13.4F 
1.7.lP 
.1. 7 .2P 
1. 7 .3P 
1. 9·. lP 
l.9.2P 



















5 .15. lW 





















































"' J..6.3F 66.1 
1.6.4F 52.1 
4. 14. lF 62 • 5 
4.14.3F 55.8 
4 . 14 • 4 F 44 • 8 










5 . 15 • 7F 51. 7 



























































a .. yd 


















































































































,. 87.4 88:.o··-~. -·-·.··· · 




















































































86 .5 70.4 
84.5 66. 9 
86 .1 64.0 
84.5 63.1 
83 .& .. -.····~· .. ·----:'·-6·1·;-6 
84.4 62 .5 
85.9. 67.6 
89.6 · 71.0 
88.9 70.2 
87 .1 69 .2 
• 
... ,·- -·- ,, 
• 
Load corresponding to cr · exc~eded c~pacity. of the ·machine ..... :,,. : .. , ·,: ·. ; u . . I 
, *Over 92 ksi • 
'·-- . • : 


















' . , •. ,. 
• 
. 
- . . - -· -· - -- - -- ---------·- -
---------·------·-- -TABLE 6·.: OBSERVED .. STRAINS AND OTHER--MECHANICAI~ PROPERTIES . ·------,'·•·--·"'"-... ,··· - '. -•--~·--- ___ ...... ____ .. ' .· _ •. ,. ••• : .• ~-ot .... , ·---·-
-
' ' ,' 
• 
. Test 
Matr· •. - · No. 
.. A·.· 
. - . . 
. . 
. ' " . 







: . .., 
B 
·11 
-- - ·- ----- ----. 







. l. le3F 
1~ 1.4F 








e , percent st ··· 
. 
0. 951, 
. . ' 





















1. 75 20.6 · . 



















Strain llardening Modulus · 
E t. in ksi s . 
E 

















































































2 •. os· 
2.·09 















B 1. 2 • 1 W 1. 9 5 21. 6 44 • 2 · 5 , 3 2 0 
• 
11 1. 2 .4W 1. 6 7* 21. 2 61. 6 3 93 1. 1.3.tw ·1.85 21~0 49.2 2,920 
" 1. 3 • 2W 2 • 06 23 • 3 44. 2 3 , 3 00 
" 1.4.lW 2~18 22.6 62.3 868 
". l.4.3W 2.27 20.5 55.5 3,960 
" 1.5.lW 2.55 21.5 58.3 --
II 1. 5. 2W 3 . 28 21. 4 42. 0 8,372 

























" 1. ~ • 2W 1. 7 5 21. 4 3 9 • 5 1,750 4 9 7 895 
" 4.14.2W 1.66* 23.1. 44.0 3,510 521* 
. -., .-----:.4.14.SW · -------1-.-36*----_--· -.-.-2·2·;2-.~-------.------4,-~2-.- - · ¢;Z10- - ---589* -
~-et------. ,5.15.lW 2.52 20.7 40~5 696 619 









































-5.15.6W. 2.20 18.0 · 37.0 1,394 ··-.. 523 
B 
·." 
. 'J. ,, ' " 



























4.14. 6F . 
5.15.3F 
5.15.4F 
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Median 4.1 ... 9 ·. 
Average 6'3.2 





Average 58. 7 
Median 61.4 
Average 63.2 
Median . 65.6 
Average 58. 7 
Median 61.4 
Average 52.'2 
Median 52 .:5 
Average 57.0 
Median 58.~5 
Standard - 9. 9 
· Deviation· · 








·Upper. Dynamic Static 
Yield Yield Yield 
C1 a yd ays uy 
65.0 63.8 61.4 
64.6 64.1 61.1 
68.1 65.5 63.5 
69.2 65.3 63.4 
66.5 64.7· 62.4 
65.3 64.5: 62.4 
67.9 64.s: 62.2 
67.3 63.9 62 .• _l 
66.8 - 64.8 62.1 
68.0. 65.4 62.9 
65.5 64.2 61.9 
6'6 .o 
• •· ..• I• 64. 7 "62 .2 
:6_6·.a 64 .6. 62.0' 
: 
. 
6.6 •. 8 '64 .• 7 62.3 -
67-.9 64.8 62.2 
67· 3 . ' ..... , 
•;. . . 63.9 62.1 
:66.5: ·6'4.6 61.9 
66.4 65.0 61.9 
66.1 64.5 62.2 
. . 
66.4 64.8 62.8 
66.7 64 .6 62.1 
. ') ;;~ 
~6-6. 5 64.7 62.3 
i, 
- . ,_,_,,, 





































































5 .. 0 
.. 
,., ....... 






[ I JIIJI, d, IPII 
,!·· •. 
-90 
........ -~ . 
. . 
. .. ·------ ....... -- ~--~ --. -. ..,_ __________ ..._ ___ --·h --- ~ ~f• - -- --· -, ~,, .....,_ --- - ....... --~ - ~ - ·- .,, • 
', 
. •" I' • 
; D--- .. -~---.. ~ - -- .-,< --~-~-- --·~ .... --.• ....... ·- - -------··-~ .• _ ... ,, .......... ; - --~·.,· - --- --
... 
..,.,. .. . 
·• ' ·~~ . • .• • t ' ~ - • : .,,. •• ' • .... - .. -·. ·, -: .. 
' .. -· ::_ ... -• __ .,. _____ ._:_ . 
, ' .• r' . 
,. 
. ' -· 
1 . .::cp,-,, ,-..----~--· ...... --··~•··•'·•••·"-•'•· -·· -·,•·•,·· -·,,,' ,,·,~-,-,~·•··-"•-'••.t• 




__ ;.._ - .. ~ . ' ·.~.. . "; - . ' .. , .· . ' •··' ._.., . .,. 
, 












· Mat' l ·Origin Value Strain at 
of· _ Strain-
Hardenj.rig 
, e t(%) s . 
. ' 
A Web Average i.75 
II II Median 1.80 
II - Flange Average 1.45 
" 
II Median 1.20 
II All Average l.58 
.11 II Median· •· 1·!20 . . . 
::'' !' 
·B Plate Average 1.86 
ii I II Median 2.02 
" Web Average 2~08 
" 
II . ' Median 2.02 
" · Flange Average 1. 76 
" 
u I Median l: ... 90: 
.. II All Average 1.90 
" 
n· Median 1.96 
• 
A&B Plate Average 1.86 
" 
II Median 2.02 
... Web Average ·2.03 
. 
II II Median 1.97 
II Flange Average 1. 70 
II II Median 1.77 
II All Average· 1.86 
II 11 Median 1.91 
" II II Standard 0.52 
Deviation 
. II II Coefficient 27 .9. 
of Variation% -· · 
,, .,·. 



































- . -. ·- --· · ... 
. ·-~ 
.. ~--
- . Percent· E ·. E E · Reduc• stl. ·st2 st3(a) 
ksi . ksi ksi 
E'st3(b). 
ksi· ·· · tion 
of Area 
59.2 569 593 503 626 
59.0 600 -. 590 _530 602 
56-.0 4312 697 773 
-742 
56.·0 3100 696 778 762 
58.5 2708 653 657 692· 
58.7 1900 670 680 730 
48.0 2500· s-2s: 721 585 
-47.2 1500 530 737 ·590 
47.9 2901 543 813 759 
. ' 
44.7 2710 522'. 883 7.9!1 
.. 
~3.7 34.65' 538 815 74~ 
53.8' 2400 550 .5·20 8'2'5 
50.2 3024 '537 789 70''6 
51.0 23'90 542 826 732: 
48.0 .2500 525 721 ·5.:85·'. 
' 47.2 ,' 1500 530 737· ·590 
50.2 2490 552- 758 735 
48.1 1750 559 836 - -·-·-··- 7 44 __ .. ___ . - . 
-
53.8 3626 569 - 807 74.5 
54.4 2400 565- 820 807 
-·· -· 
· 51.0 2979 55·3 771 704 -
52.6 2240 559 819 730 
6. a_ .. _____ 2400 95 136 197 
I 
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· t · · • · · •. 
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· · • -91' ,,. ~ · • . ' • ' . ' • • • ~ ' ' • ' -• I . ., ' ' 
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.. 
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. " .- -· ··--· . .., . 
.. < 
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from 0.201 to 0.300 • i.n. 
from 0.301 to 0.400 in. 
from 0.401 to 0.500 in. 
from 0.501 to 0.600 • 1n. 
from 0.601 to 0. 700 • i.n. 
from 0. 701- to 0.800 • i.n. 
from 0.801 to 0.900 • i.n . 
. Specimens from shapes 
of weight 
from 11 to 20.lbs. 
. 
from 21 to 30 lbs. 
from 31 t-o 40 lb-s. 
from 41 to 50 lbs. 
from 51 to 60 lbs. 
from 61 to 70 lbs. 
from 71 to 80 lbs. 












































-.64. 5 { 
a· a e E ys u . st st2 
ksi ksi .% ksi 
.. 
62.2 86.3 1 •. 86 525 
- 61. 9 8s.·3 2.02 530 
62.2 85.8 1.70 569 
61.2 84.8 1.92 526 
6·1·.7 84·.6 1.89 51-8 
63.4 85.8 2.21 509 
·62.4 85 .• 3 1.93 536 
60.3 84./8 2.12 466 
61.8 ·· ·86·-.·8 . 1~60 591 
58.9 84. 7 ·1.12 635 
-- -- -- --
63.5 89.6 1.45 697 
65.0 87.7 2.12 544 
62.0 84.6 2.15 5_23 
61. 6 84. 9 1. 9 5 512 
-- -- -- --
58.6 83.5 1.25 608 
-- -- -- --
62 .4 · · 87. 7 
62 .5 87 .1 
1.40 · 649 
1. 71 655· 
64. 6 62. 1 8.5. 7 1. 86 · 553 
-


























·** These include ..... only the specimens from--the same heat, shape and origin 
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.. . . ' 
. . . 
TABLE 10: . RATIO cry<3./crys · ..
. . 
Strain rate e·= 44:--microin./in./sec.·average of 17 oQservations (crosshead speed = 0.025 in./min.·) · 
• 
. . 




















































1. 2. lW 
1.2.4W 















·.1 .• 033. 









































1 .. 5 .2W 
1.6.lW 
1.6.2W 
4 .14 .2W 
4 .14.SW 
5.15.lW 
5 .15. 2W 
5 .15 .SW 



























.l. ()46 · 
l.·04·8 
4 • 14. 1y--~---..;.----1. ·027 
4.14.3f 1.0~3 
4.14.4F 
4 .14 .6F 
5 .15 .3F 
5 .15.4F 
5 .15. 7F 
· 5 .15. 8F 
·- .-~ 
. 1. 031 
1-.,03? 
1_:. os·o 
l. 054 · 
l.050 
·1.047 




-- .. ~'- ,-... , .. ~". 
' ..... ·· ' 
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• b 
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A , 
~-- .. ·- -
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TABLE 11: 













SIMULATED MiLL TESTS .. AND MIL·L DA1'A ·· 



















Average of the four tests 69.3 89.2 
''> 
None of ~he· specimens showed any yield lines. 
MILL DATA: 
Material Or_f:gip- Shape a 
_:. ·ym, ksi '(j ," 
. u·' k.s-.i 
A web 16\f88 7.l:. l 91.4 
.. 
" 16\ftl 7·3 ._:o.: 95.6 ; - . . . . . . 
Average for niateri'al A (2 specimens) 72.0 .93.5 
















3/8" plate 65.0 90.-0· ,. --~----- 21.0 
. 
" 1/4" plate.· 71.8 92.2 19.0 
" .. Web 12B19· 71.8 94.8 17. 0 
" " 16B26 70.5 93.7 16.9· .:' 
" " lOt/39 7·1.5· 90 .·:3'· l-9 -.8· 
" " 10/54 72: .i.9. 97.5 16.1 
Average for material B (7 specimens)., :7"0~· l, 92.2 18.4 
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* Indicates points· at which the machine 
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